
CLC.

L. rco, NW
Plbuquerque, NM 87120

2 February 1980

Josephine Coats
Norma Price

Dear Friends,

Enclosed is a copy of a letter I received from Domingo

Ricart, our convenor.

From his letter, Domingo appears to be quite busy. When I

saw him in Gwatt, Switzerland, last August, I wondered if all

his activities might not be tiring him. The letter Eives that

assesment.

Since Gilbert White received a coDy of Domingo’s letter,

I assume that the IMYIVI involvement with Domingo’s wishes will

be ironed out there in Boulder. Since Domingo was nominated

from Colorado General Meeting, I would expect that it would

he in charge of ‘any legal procedure” as referred to at the end

of his letter.

Domingo is on his way: to Costa Rica and I don’t know when

he will be back in Boulder. I expect to write him in about

a week or so as he asks. You may wish to write him also or

let me know how you feel about his proposal so that I tell

him how we all see it.

Sincerely,

/ /

/

Ted Church

CC: Gilbert Jhite, clerk-IIM w/o end.



4 Arco, NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120

15 March 1980

William Charland, Jr.
Josephine Coats
Norma Price

Domingo Ricart

Dear Friends of Friends World Committee for Consultation

Based on the record furnished me by Emily Burton of the
FWCC-Philadelphia office on 27 February 1980, the enclosed
tabulation of contributions made by individuals and meetings
(including worship groups) of IMYM during 1978, 1979 and Jan
1980 reveals an increasing awareness of FWCC. Those of us
who work with FWCC realize the need to increase the number of
people who know about FWCC’s activities and expand the sources
of contributions to “its good works”. You can study the table
and make your own comparisons of the numbers of contributors
and meetings, the improvements from one year to the next, and
the various ratios one can make to the number of members in
the meetings.

How should IMYM meet the request from FWCC to make a
$0o contribution in 1980 and $500 in 1981? Should this
contribution- come from the Yearly Meeting with, perhaps, an
increase in the per capita assesment, or, as in the past, from
the monthly meetings and worship groups? How is the responsibility
best defined and provided to the meetings?

Can IMYM’s representatives to FWCC help meetings and
individuals in their respective regions increase contributions,
especially from those who have not made contributions in the
past?

Can the monthly meetings of IMYM more “fairly share” in
the financial support of FWCC? Can we bring 10% of the membership
of IMYM to contribute to FWCC by the end of 1980?

Special exhortations were made in 1979 to obtain funds
for FWCC. Not only did a couple of meetings give twice but so
also did some individuals. To me, it seems better to have
more people give once than a few people give repeatedly during
a year. This situation and the questions are meant to give
rise to your consideration and evoke suggestions on how to
help Friends and their meetings best support IMYM.

Please ea1ize that this letter speaks only to the support
of the basic budget of FWCC and not to its programs such as
the Quaker Youth Pilgrimage-,-. Right Sharing of World Resources,
New Call to Peacemaking, International Work, etc.

I would like to know how you handle this problem in your
meetings.

Sincerely÷
——

—T’ed hurch
cc: Gilbert White

Herbert Hadley



Contributions to Friends World Committee for Consultation, 1978 & 1979
from individuals and meetings in Intermountain Yearly Meeting

Members 1978
1979 mdiv.

1979
Mtg. mdiv. Mtg.

Jan 1980
mdiv. Mtg.

Cochise MM
Flagstaff MM
Paradise Valley MIVI
Phoenix MM
Pirna MM
T empe

Arizona Haif-YM Total

Total by year:

Boulder MM
Ft. Collins WG
Laramie WG
Western Slope WG

Mountain View MM

Colorado Gen. M Total

Total by year:

New Mexico
Albuquerque

Durango
Farrnington

r—’ Gallup
‘— Socorro

El Paso
Las Cruces
Santa Fe

Taos

QM
MM
WG
WG
WG
WG
MM
MM
MM
WG

2: 60
1: 5 1: 75
4:220 1:

257 7:285 2:125

91 2: 10
(6) 1: 15
(2)

(10)
109 70 14Q
200

1: 5
1: 50

2:100
2: 50 1: 75

3:140 2:250
1: 5 1: 75

9:375 f) 1: 25 1: 75
850 100

7655 1:200
1: 20 1: 25

Total IMYM

Total by year:

619 19:610 6:630 32:1,757

1 , 240

11:1,475

3,323

4: 50 1: 75

125

How to read this table: Since memberships are counted in monthly meetings
those shown here for worship groups are given in parenthesis and are not
added to obtain regional or yearly meeting totals.

The first of each set of paired entries separated
by “:“ shows the number of contributions making up the dollars represented
by the second of the pair in the set. Thus 2: 60 means that a total of
60 dollars was contributed by 2. If the entry is under “mdiv.” it
represents individuals making contributions. If the entry is under “Mtg.”
it represents the number o± times the monthly meeting or worship group
made a contribution during the year. However, in the totals for the
regions and the yearly meeting this entry is the number of meetings and
groups making contributions (affected is Arizona Haif—YM where two meetings

contributed twice in one year; the reason for the (2/2x) shown).
“Total by year” shows the total amount contributed

from a region in any one year. January 1980 data is shown because it exists.

9
29

7
75
90
47

410

1:20

6: 95 1:150 11:825 3:525 1: 20

245 1,350 20

1:100
82 3:190 1:300 4:412 1:300

(9) 1: 25
(4)
(3)
(8) 1: 50 1: 5

9
10
35

_(3)__ ——

1: 5
887 5

1: 5

Total by year

Salt Lake City MM

Meeting not known

New Mexico M Total 136 3:190 3:355 4:412 4:475

2

545

3: 40 8:145
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SECTION OF THE AMERICAS ‘i” \

Midwest Office: C1rk
P.O. Box 235 I3ARRErr HOLLISTER

Plainfie)d, Indiana 46168 E.rrnitñ Secretary

(317) 839-6317 HERBERT M. HADLEY

Associate Secretarq Assistant Clerks
DAVID BILlS

ROBERT J. RUMSEY GORDON 1IROWNE
ANN COPE

MARGARET JUMP

March 18 1980 Treasurer
HOWARD W. BARTRAM

Tony Umile, Clerk
Continuing Committee
Intermountain Yearly Meeting
247 Pratt Street
Longmont, CO 80501

Dear Tony:

Greetings. I am writing you at the suggestion of Ted Church, with whom I have had
the opportunity to have a telephone conversation, about my planned visit to Inter-
mountain Yearly Meeting this year on behalf of FWCC and, as way may open, New Call
to Peacemaking.

Ted indicated that as clerk of the Continuing Committee you were the person most
closely in touch with current planning and would be in a position to inform me about
the program o-f the yearly meeting arid what kind of attention will be given to the
concerns I shall be representing. Ted indicated that there would probably be two
or three business sessions and also several discussion groups, from which some
items might be brought to the business sessions upon consultation with Gilbert
White, êlerk. &._ ..-L J-----1, —

I would look forward at some point to meeting with FWCC representatives. I would
hope to remain until, presumably Friday noon, the closing session.

Ted Church is suggesting that it would be well to arrive a day early, as is cus
tomary, to join the others who will be going to Ghost Ranch on June 11 to get
acclimated, so I would plan to do this, arriving in Albuquerque by 2 p.m. or
earlier if possible, depending upon the flight arrangements I am able to work
out. I had planned to stop off at Rocky Mountain YM for a day or two before
coming to Intermountain but probably if I come to Chest Ranch a day early this
will not be feasible.

Ted indicated that Betty Herring is the registrar and will be sending out all
advance materials-—I am sending a copy of this letter to her with the request
that she kindly include me on her list.

I’ll look forward to hearing from you. With all good wishes,

Sincerely, /
cc: Gilbert White Norma Price

Ted Church Domingo Ricart
Josephine Coats Betty Herring

Robert J. Rumsey

(smite Orqrini:axlor
Di’ Los A noqis Ltitiri,i,iine eu-aims

Mo! isest Offii-i’ Srm’timio of the .4mm ni-mis Offlre Casa de los Amigos
Work! Of/sic 203 South East Street 1500 Harm. Street Ignacio Mariscal 132 Eurmmlmm’an Offiie Afnm’mmo Office

London, Englanil Plainlield, Indiana 40165 t’hmladelptmia, Pa. 19102 Mexico (1), DF. Emtisbsrgh, Scotland Nairobi. Kenya



Report to Arizona Half Yearly leeting Harch 29, 1980

LSAuflT on FLI1JJ1I3 IOILLI CU .1 1TTLL iJ1. WflS1JLTi.TI(Y!

Last Saturday I received from the fhiladelphia office of 1WCC the minutes
of the annual meeting of the Section of Americas, the 1979 sumnary report of
Section of America activities, and information about pronosed visits of Friends.
I am planning to send a brief summary of this information to the clerks of each
J•.onthly Jeeting for Friends more careful and leisurely perusal of this information.

The only item of business that needs to be considered by Half Yearly I:eeting
is PJCC’s request that Intermountain Yearly Leeting include in its budget an item
for 9300 in 1980 and 9500 in 1981 as a direct contribution to PJCC1s budget —— this
to be in addition to the amount Intermountain Yearly Loeting has budgeted in
previous years for the travel expenses of its representatives. FJCC has made this
request because it, like other organizations, families, and individuals is suffering
from inflation and has been d.ipuing into its reserves to meet expenses. Were re
serves drawn upon at the same rate as in previous years, the reserves would soon
be exhausted, so P1CC has tried to trim its expenses arid to increase giving
toward its budget.

ne of Intermountain Yearly IEeeting’s representatives to iA/CC, Ted Church,
has made an analysis of the pattern of giving of individuals and meetings
throughout the United States. This shows that in 1978 7 individuals contributed
0285 and 2 meetings rtributed 9125 for a total contribution from Friends in
Arizona Half Yearly leeting of 9410 toward F/CC’s budget. In 1979 9 indii.dua1s
contributed 9375 and 4 meetings contributed 9475 (two meetings contributing
twice) for a total from individuals and meetings of 9050.

rizona Half Yearly Looting with 257 members contributed in 1)79 9 850
Colorado Ocneral Leeting with 200 members 1550
hew Hexico Q,uarterly with 156 members 337.

These figures reveal that although Arizona Half Yearly Leeting has the
largest membership its contribution to P1CC is the smallest of the three
regional meetings in IlYl.

As your representative to iATCC I recommend that Intermountain Yearly Leeting
not budget the 9500 requested as a diret early leeting contribution, that we
not establish the precedent of Yearly Leeting giving to iAJCC, FOUL, and A}UC,
but that we make a greater commitment as Fonthly Leetings and individual Friends
to suprort the work of the lWCC. I would urge that we attempt to increase our
giving by encouraging more individuals to make small contributions so that the
total amount given by Friends in Arizona Half Yearly Heeting in 1980 will rise
by at least 9500. I an very hopeful that when Arizona Friends are aware of the
foregoing figures and of the need to increase the level of our giving that
this will be done.

Norma Price

24 Larch 1900



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

Gilbert F. White Clerk
Intermountain Yrly. Nltg.

Sunshine Canyon
Boulder, CO 80302

March 31, 1980

Robert .J. Rumsey
FWCC
PD Box 235
Plainfield, Indiana 46168

Dear Bob:

Yesterday Tony Umile and I talked about your letter of March 18 concerning
your planned visit to Intermountain Yearly Meeting.

As you mayalready have learned, there is some misunderstanding as to
dates. The Yearly Meeting begins on the evening of June 12, holds its first
business session on the morning of June 13 and adjourns at noon on June 15.
FWCC business is not likely to come before the Meeting until the afternoon
of the 13th or the 14th.

We are scheduling a slide report by Ted Church for the late evening of
June 12, and will have one discussion group on FWCC in which our four
representatives will participate. They also will be responsible for a report
of not more than 15 minutes at a business session. You, of course, will
be welcome at those gatherings.

In addition, I have suggested to Bob Hubbard that you be invited to
lead one discussion group on The New Call for Peacemaking. He is agreeable
to this.

I assume you will work out Albuquerque-Ghost Ranch transport with Ted
Church. Betty Herring will send your registration forms on April 12.

On the matter of The New Call for Peacemaking described in your letter
of February 6, any appointment of representatives would be made by Yearly
Meeting. I cannot forecast its action but judging from its handling of
similar matters it would be likely to let the decision as to representatives,
if any, and funding rest with regional meetings. Our four representatives
are free to bring the matter before their regional meetings and associated
monthly meetings in advance of Yearly Meeting.

Sincerely,

GFW:ft
cc: Charland

Church
Coats
Herring
Hubbard
Price
Urn 11 e



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

Cilbert F. White Clerk
Intermountain \rly. MEg.

Sunshine Canyon
Boulder, CO 80302

March 31, 1980

William Char] and
Ted Church
Josephine Coats
Norma Price

Dear Friends:

As appointed representatives to FWCC Section of the Americas you should
consult with each other and appoint a convenor to replace Domingo Ricart.

Between now and Yearly Meeting it would be desirable for you to agree on
the following:

1. The format in which you will present to Yearly Meeting at its
third or fourth session an oral report of not more than 15 minutes on
the FWCC and any questions growing out of its work you feel should
be brought to the attention of Yearly Meeting.

2. Your recorriiiendations for me to submit to Continuing Committee on
June 12 as to a budget for the next year for your activities.

3. The way in which you expect Ted Church to open the discussion
group which will deal with FWCC activities.

The program now includes a slide presentation on the Woodbrooke and
Gwatt meetings by Ted Church at 9:00 PM on June 12. Bob Hubbard will schedule
one discussion group on FWCC, listing Ted as leader, and another on The New
Call for Peacemaking in which Bob Rumsey will participate.

I enclose copies of my letters of this date to Bob Rumsey, Carolyn
Kellum, and Ted Church on FWCC matters. Please let me know in the event you
have any corrections or additions to suggest.

I am anxious to see that the best use is made of the limited tine available
for FWCC business.

Sincerely,

GFW:ft
Enclosure
cc: Hubbard

Umi le



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

Religious Society of Friends

Cilbert F. White Clerk
Intermountain Yrly. Nltg.

Sunshine Canyon
lioulder, CO 80302

March 31, 1980

Dear Ted:

Thank you for writing as you did on February 24 and March 14.

Bill Charland replaces Domingo Ricart as Colorado representative to
FWCC. The four of you now should agree as to the convener to replace Domingo.

The group also should decide how it will report to Yearly Meeting in
not more than 15 minutes at a session of Meeting for Worship for Business.
Continuing Committee asks you to report on the Woodbrooke and Gwatt meetings,
with slides, at 9:00 PM on Thursday, June 12. This, plus the presentations
already made by you and Domingo at regional gatherings, should provide back
ground for discussion of FWCC concerns and their implications for Yearly
Meeting members.

In addition, Bob Hubbard asks you to organize one discussion group on
RICC activities in which all four of you can participate.

‘.lith Bob Rumsey attending, it would seem appropriate for him to lead
a discussion group on The New Call for Peacemaking. I attach a copy of a
letter to Bob on that subject as well as on his travel plans.

Please tell me in the event these comments are not fully responsive
to your questions.

Sincerely,

G FW: ft
Attachment
cc: Charland

Coats
Herring
Hubbard
Price
Umile



Lj Arco , NW
Albuquerque, MM 87120

8 April 1980
William Charlard
Josephine Coats
Norma Price
Domingo Ricart

Dear Friends of Friends World Committee for Consultation,

You (except Domingo) have been sent a copy of Gilbert
White’s letter to me of 1 March. And then there is his
letter of the same date to all of us (except Domingo, again)
asking us to do a number of things in preparation for Ghost
Ranch.

As you think about these matters, I felt it useful to
try and boil down 1979 Report of Activities that I just got
in the mail. Possibly it could be the beginning of our
report at the Business Session, or at least provide some
of the framework. Because Domingo, you were a lively part
of both the Triennial and activities during the year, I
felt it wise to include you as a possible reviewer of the
materials bein prepared for Ghost Ranch.

Also enclosed is a copy of a sheet on “Sharing the
Financial Support” that was nrepared for use at New Mexico
Quarterly Meeting. Its form is borrowed from that which
Norma used with Arizona Half Yearly Meeting. I hope to be
able to acrid it to individual meetings and worship groups
in New Mexico Quarterly Meeting with little change, if any,
possibly in the next to last paragraph. I did lift some
from it for the end of the suggestions to the 1979 report.

How about each of us suggesting what we think needs
coverage in the Discussion Group presentation. For me, I
hope that is more of question and answer session, but
you may have topics that need to be faced. Annette arkus,
our Pilgrim, needs special consideration. There may’bthers.

I am glad to see way being made for Bob Rumsey to care , / /
for the New Call for Peacemaking That is an activity that
has caught the eye of only a few isolated groups in IMYM but
is gaining momentum elsewhere.

Considerations of the budget and other responsibilities
of a convener are far from my mind at the moment. That is
perhaps done best by one of you who will be continuing with
FWCC beyond this year. The budget covering the travel to Kenya
in 1982 for the Triennial will need help in both qualitative
arid quantitative ‘iays.

I hope to get this off to you before Elizabeth and I leave
later this week for Laurel, l7larylarid, to visit Robyn. I’ll
be back next week but Elizabeth may stay on for another week
or so. I will he interested in seeing what corresoondarice you
generate in response to Gilbert’s and this letter of mine.

Sin

(cd”C1flrch
cc: Gilbert White
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June 5, 1980

Herbert N. Hadley
Executive Secretary
America’sSection
Friends World Committee for Consultation
1506 ce Str.
hi1adelphia, Pa. 19102.

I
Dear Herbert N. Hadley :

I hasten to answer the letter of Hannah
Starler, June 2, on your behehaif. I appreciate the kLid words about
my service with the FWCC., but I was shocked and distressed.

Obviously there has been a serious misunderstan•
ding. It has never been in my mind to dissociate myself from FWCC after
almost forty years of association • You published my first thing in Spani
in early 40 ‘s . I resigned or4x as one of the represntatives of Inter Xo
tam Yearly Meeting because as such I would have to visit and report to
Monthly Meetings and attend several meetings a year out of the State. Af
ter last Summer’s experience I feel I must budget my time and energies —

I am now 7 years old —jard concentrate on what I can do best which is th
participation in the work and concerns of the Latin American branch o th
Section of the Americas of the Friends World Committee.

As a matter of fact I find myself busier that’L.
ever working several hours a day on matters of the AL : EditoL Commi
ttee and the committee concerned with training on Quakerirrinci-les and t
timonies Friends pastors and leaders. My correspondence is quite extonsivi
but the response and cooperation are encouraging. Bain Davis , with whom
have been corresponding more regularly knows more ab.ut the activities of
the iditoria1 ( and Publications ) Committee.

In September I plan to attend the XVII Reunion
General, invited by Mexico City Monthly Meeting. Since I will consider th
trip as my vacation they don’ t need to pay anything and I will stay a cow
1e of weeks — with relatives — and have several working sessions with
Loida, Jorge Hernthi&ez and Manuel Guzmn.

Please continue sending me your mailings and if
it is possible consider me a member at large.

Most sincerely

Domingo .cart

cc. Gilbert F. White, Clerk, Intermountain Yearly Meeting, 19O
Ted Church, Representative of FWCC.
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“The New Call is an Old Call, the New Call is
the Lord’s call, Children of God shall be
Peacemakers.”

I think the statement of’ the Findings Committee sums up the general ideas

of the conference very well. What I want to emphasize are the Ihings that were

important to me.

It was a powerful thing to see three religious organizations (Brethren,

menonite, and quaker) come together to work for a greater cause; Peace. We

found that we did have to work around each others differences, ften come to

compromises, but, it worked.

There were several keynote speakers who brought up new ideas for us to

think about. Of them, Elise Bou].ding made the greatest impact on me. I cannot

forget her insistence on the necessity of Envisioning a Peaceful Society in

order to be able to work for it. On the basis of’ her ideas I have held two

workshops on this theme since then. Truly envisioning a peaceful society is

a very difficult thing to do. It means breaking away completely from our own

war—centormd society. I have found this both frustrating and rewarding, and

more and more I realize how very important it is! Elise spoke of this and much

more, as did the other speakers. The” built up a reference base for the smaller

groups in which we Drkad to refer to.

It was a very exciting and inspiring experience. These three days to

gether were filled with shared thoughts and new ideas. I learned more about

World Peace Tax Fund, National Peace Academy, Tax resistance, and other

equally importent efforts to bring about Peace.

The most exasperating thing was surely a feeling of’ the difficulty of

carrying the inspiration of’ this conference back to our home groups and letting

others experience it too. If you could understand the inspiration, I would

plead of you to “Refuse your War Tax dollars!”; “Write your congressman about



Friends World Committee for
YEpy

- 1981

Recornended for the
0°sideratj by Moy Meetj5 and worship Grou by

Intermou:rtjn Yearly Meetjrg at its sessions i:n 1981 are two items;
1) Exter5j0 of the Quaker Youth Pilrimag and 2) planning for Visitatiors

The Portion of the FWCc representativ report to on these topics is
ive below The represertati Wjjl appreciate reports of response and

reaction to these consideration and, Perhaps, steps toward implementatie

-
Extension Considerati

Every two years fourtee-n Young Friends from the Americas
oi2n fourteen European you Friends In “Quaker country” In
Northwest England After local tours and 5tUdy they Participate

in a work camp (this year’s is in Torthern Ireland) in July
and Augus

Twenty_ejht junior and senior high schoolers

applied this Year from Yearly Meetings of the Americas A
succe5fl applicant is from Intermountai Year] Meeting as
was the case two Years ago. But, there were fourteen Who
could not be accomodated Those Friends involved in the

selection proces5 recogflj that those not selected are as

acceptable for the experience as those who are goi:

How can the Piigrimag be expanded?

One wy is to gefler similar experiences

elsewhere using similar resources Intermountai Yearly Meeting
has several POSSIbilities Among these one can imagine a
mini_pilgrj
5g of Perhaps 8 to 12 Young Friends with adult
leaders touring among the several spiritual areas of our

Southwest; among the Pueblo the Hopi and Other Indians;
amor the Catholic_Span
1 h Southwest; among the Protestant

and Evangeljj
missions and service agenci5 and ending their

tour at Ohost Ranch in an IPy workcamp These sites of
special Cultural influence along with those being developed
in Mexico

connected with El Centre de Paz and the AF5C could
be sources for Our young people in many way5, Coorditj0
leadership and Support from our meeting5 are the Primary

challenges to these ideas.

Extended Workcam. Another Plan that could provide a

early oPPortunity for those young Friends not selected for
the next overseas Pilgrimage has been sugges Might the
Young Friends of ITM consider extending an invitation via
the Quaker Youth Pilig Committee to 2, or of those
O the extra list to join with IM Young Friends in their
ghost Ranch experience? it 5 not too late to invite Young
Friends who missed out on thj5 summer’5 Pilgrjmg to IM_82

In considering these POSsibiliti it is important to
realize that Friends World Committee for COnSUl tat represents

S
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SECTION OF THE AMERICA

M I t

P.O. Box 23
Plainfield, Indiana 461U

January l14, l9l
Asx,,notc S cretan

ROBERT J. R11MSE’l

To: Clerks oI’ American Yearly Meetings
jJ—L-. a4;te , Clerk

_______________________Yearly

Meeting

Dear Friend:
NEW CALL TO PEACEIAKING SUPPORT

You are aware of New Call to Peacemaking and the crucial role
it is playing in stimulating a new level of thouht and action in
the field of peacemaking among the Historic Peace Churches. Begun
by Friends, we were soon joined by Brethren and Mennonites in a
significant cooperative effort which resulted in a number of regional
activities and two very well received national conferences, the
last one of which was held October 2—5 at Green Lake, WI.

You have probably heard reports of this conference from your
yearly meeting representatives. For your information, I am enclosing
a copy of the Conference Findings, to which there has been a very
positive, and widespread response.

One of the results of the Green Lake Conference was the strongly
felt affirmation that at this time the Peace Churches belong together
for the mutual encouragement and continuing stimulation which such
association can bring.

Plans for l9l include the continuation of a New Call newsletter,
stimulation of regional activities, preparation of Christian Education
materials on Peacemakingcooperation with other Christian groups in
encouraging a Nuclear Moratorium, consideration of another national
conference in l92 or l93, and continuing staff service.

For the accomplishment of th,se purposes, a budget of l9,5OO
has been approved; the share of each Peace Church is ,5OO. This
represents an increase of approximately 2O over the l9O budget.

The support among Friends for New Call has come from yearly
meetings. Your past support is greatly appreciated. May we count
on the continuation of your support, in keeping with budget re
quirements, for l9l?

Faithfully yours,
- 4- e -

Robert J. Rurnsey
Copy: Yearly Meeting Friends Faith and Life Facilitator

Executive New Call Coordinator
(When this obtains)

.
— __4_/--

_

—-;z



RI0RT 011 PRI1DS WORLD c0rTh1ITTiE OR CONSULTATION

I The most important action taken at 1WCC’ s annual meeting in November was
the creation of a new 18—member Executive Committee, composed of repre—
sentatives from conservative, evangelical, pastoral, and unprogranmed
meetings, as well as the wide range of geographic areas in the Section
of Americas. Travel expenses of Executive Committee members will be

part of ?vJCC’s national budget to assure attendance and continuity at
the Committee’s meetings three or four times a year at some central
location that will minimize travel expense. Ted Church (4 Arco NW,
Albuquerque, NM 87120) has been appointed to this Executive committee
as representative of Intermountain Yearly Meeting and in reco-iition

H of his valued study of financial support of F1CC.
H 1)

The other important action taken at the annual meeting was to encourage

C, greatly enlarged participation in ?4CC and to deemphasize mimeographing

and mailing. YvJCC Yearly Meeting representatives near each other are
urged to plan and lead, with staff help, conference retreats and reporting
events open to all Friends. Initiatives on the part of individual Friends

and Meeting to visit other Meetings and Worship Groups are encouraged.
$-I Pi
c wcJ p1

The Triennial Conference of PCC Yearly Meeting representatives will be
held in Kenya in 1982, and in addition a larger conference that can ac—
commodate about 600 Friends also will be held in Kenya, Friends who wish

Co to be considered for possible appointment as representatives to this
H larger conference should make their interest knon to FWCC representatives.

Money has been budgeted each year by the Yearly Meeting for the attendance
of one FWCC representative from Interinountain to the Triennial, but no
travel funds are available to assist in attending this larger conference.

H$-Q)
+, co

The visit of George and Elizabeth Watson to Arizona Friends January 22-
February 4 was deeply appreciated. The endorsements to their minute by

p1 the Monthly Meetings affirms the value of IWCC’s new emphasis on
o selecting and financially supporting “travel in the ministry” by seasoned

Friends.

o w Individuals and Monthly Meetin have diverse patterns of giving to support
-

0 FJCC, but Ted Ohurch reports that on a per capita basis Intermountain Yearly
Meeting Friends have been good supporters of IWCC work. Friends are

a, encouraged to continue and increase their financial support as they
02 perceive both the need and the value of IIWCC’s efforts in sustaining and

enriching the spirit of worship and sharing within the Religious Society
a, a, of Friends, Contributors are urged to keep the national office informed

H promptly of changes of address, for maintthiing communications with Friends
is made difficult by the mobility of our society.

00 H
CH t

The .iaker Youth Pilgrimage Committee meet on 7 February in Philadelphia
Co and selected 14. young Friends from 13 different Yearly Meetings to participate

in the Pilgrimage to hgland and Ireland this summer. Internountain Yearly
Meeting is fortunate in having its sole applicant, Todd Wallen of Tempe

(I) Ionth1y Meeting, chosen for the Pilgrimage. Temnpe Meeting had budgeted
U) 125 to assist a lgrirn if one w as chosen from lMYT, and this will be

given to Todd. Other Friends in Arizona Half Yearly may wish to consider
whether they wish to give financial support to our Yearly Meeting’s pilgrim.

(by individual contributions sent to Arizona’s Half yearly Meeting
treasurer, Jane Scott, and earmarked for the pilgrim’s travel expense).

Norma Adams Price
I1fflI IMCC Representative from Arizona

rar’



FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION

Sharing the financial support

Friends World Committee for Consultation has asked Intermountain
Yearly Meeting to contribute $300 in 1980 and $500 in 1981 to its
direct budget. FWCC makes this request because inflationary
pressures have made it dip into its reserves to meet expenses.
Drawing on these reserves at the same rate as in previous years
will exhaust them within one or two years. While trimming its
expenses on the one hand, on the other hand FWCC challenges
Friends to increase contributions from both individuals and
meetings. A look at the statistics of giving to FWCC from
Intermountain Yearly Meeting suggests that there are untapped
resources.

Members Contributions
Regional Meeting 1979 1978 1979

Arizona Half-Yearly 257 $ 410 $ 850
Colorado General 200 245 1,350
New Mexico Quarterly 136 545 887
Salt Lake City Monthly 26
From unknown meetings 40 145

Total - IMYM 619 $1,240 $3,323

The increase from 1978 to 1979 appears remarkable but
a look behind the contributions suggests that there is room
for further improvement. The sources of the contributions
made in 1979 were 32 individuals and 11 meetings or worship
groups. In Intermountain Yearly Meeting there are 619 members
and 24 meetings and worship groups. Attenders and sojourning
members are not included in these numbers. A doubling of the
number of contributing individuals would indicate support of
FWCC by just over 1O of IMYM’s membership. Inclusion in the
budgets of all monthly meetings will make evident that all
share in the responsibility of IMYM for FWCC.

Intermountain Yearly Meeting budgets for the expenses of
its representatives to FWCC. It has been the practice for the
Yearly Meeting’s financial support of FWCC and other organizations
to be met by the monthly meetings. Worship groups, of course,
exercise their responsibilities through their overseeing monthly
meeting. The contribution requested by FWCC can be met if all
monthly meetings budget an annual contribution in the range of
$50 to $400 as some are now doing.

In New Mexico Quarterly Meeting, only one of the four monthly
meetings contributed to FWCC in 1979. Two of the five worship
groups found ways to make contributions. The Quarter, itself,
made a contribution too. Four individuals in meetings of New
Mexico Quarterly Meeting contributed in 1979, an increase of
one over 1978. Here again, it seems possible that a little
effort can help improve the evidence of Friends sharing in the
financial support of FWCC.

Contributions should be sent to Friends World Committee
for Consultation, Section of the Americas, 1506 Race Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19102.

29 Mar 1980
Ted Church
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FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS)

DRAYTON HOUSE, 30 GORDON STREET, LONDON WC1H OAX, ENGLAND

Qiairman: Joseph P. Haughton General Secretary: Richard G. Meredith
Treasurer: Bill Frank Associate Secretary: Val Ferguson

April, 1981.

To: Clerks and Secretaries of Yearly Meetings and. Groups.

Dear Friends,

Handbook of the Religious Society of Friends and
International Work Booklet of the Religious Society of Friends

We are hoping to issue the 8th edition of the Handbook of the Religious Society of
Friends early in 1982 and to combine it with the booklet of International Work of the
Religious Society of Friends.

We enclose a form on which we should like you to give the particulars we require.
For your guidance we are sending you cuttings of all the relevant entries printed in
the previous editions of both of these books; these need to be brought up—to--date, and
possibly considerably revised to fit the new combined booklet.

In order to provide a consistent pattern of entries in the new booklet we suggest
that you write the entry for your Yearly Meeting or Group under 3 general headings:
(a) Introduction and history; (b) Work at home; (c) International relationships.

To keep the booklet at a reasonable length, we hope you will write the entry for
your Yeirly Meeting or Group as concisely as possible, and at most the same length as
in the previous editions. If possible, it should be typed on a separate sheet of paper,
double spaced, on one side of the paper only, and two copies sent to us. If you would
like to mention a book of reference for the history or background of your Yearly Meeting
or Group we could include this.

It is expected that the life” of this new handbook will be 5 years. Would you
therefore, wherever possible, avoid the use of names — referring instead to “the Clerk”
or “the Secretary”, etc. and. use, if at all possible, a central address to which
correspondence may safely ‘be directed during the next few years. (The handbook will
mention the Calendar of Yearly Meetings, which is revised annually, and serves as a
supplement giving the noises and addresses of Clerks, including dates and places of
Yearly Meetings).

Please complete and return the enclosed form to reach us no later than 30th Juie
1931.

So that we can estimate the number of copies to be printed, it would be helpful if
you would indicate how many copies of the new booklet you will require for the use of
your Yearly Meetin. It is not possible to estimate the exact cost yet.

With good wishes, and thanks for your help.

Yours sincerely

i4
Val Ferguson.

Associate Secretary.
Vic.-Chairm.n: Salome Nolega David (Kenya) Lorton 0. Heusel (U.S.A.)

Section of the Americas, EaecurivL’ Secretary: Herbert M. Hadley, 1506 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102, U.S.A.
European and Near East Section, E,eecutive Secretary: Margaret S. Gibbins, 17 Randolph Crescent, Edinburgh EH3 7TT Scotland
Afr,ca Section, Es ecuti we Secretary: Zablon I. Mulenge, Friends International Centre, N’gong Road, P.O. Box 41946 Nairobi Kenya
Asian-West Pacific Region, Correspondent: E. Cyril Gare, 12 Orange Road, Oarlington, W. Australia 6070
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F[UENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS)

DRAYT(N HOUSE, 30 GORDON STREET, LONDON WC1H OAX, ENGLAND

Qaiiia,i. Joseph P. Haughton General Secretary: di card. C. Meredith
Treaswier. Bill Frank Associate Secretary. Vl Ferguson

‘c: Jierks and cretiries of Yearly Meetin;s
and (froups, FWCC I rnbers,1 and participants
ri FCJ Fourth Mission & Service gathering.

0th April, 1901.

Pear rends,

CC Fourth Mission & Service 1therin,
26th Februa3rd March, 1901.

“The transforzin’ rower of the love of Sod”. In this sin4e phrase
‘e samiaed up our dis:ussions at the recent F’.!C 1ourLh Mission & Serv ce
atherin. It ras to this that Friends testified in ways which united
pticirants from a wide variety of (.uaker and cultural exn”rience. They
met to ek inspiration for the content of the F’1CC International Conference
on ‘1riends International Witness° to be held in Menya in 19A2.

The attached summary renort of the gathering in Me:dno can only begin
to i’i,pu SOiC of the experince. Me hope that Friends from all over
the world will have the same experience of exuloring our common spiritual
round -tnd our unity amidst our diversity during the Conference in Kenya

L 1902.

But more than that — we hope that Friends, world—wide at local level
in ‘ieet together to study and explore the Conference theme — both in advance,
so tnat their ideas may be fed into the Conference, and afterwards, so that
the exaerience of Conference participants may be widely shared within their
Yearly Meetings.

To this end we look for your co—opera on. Me ask you to convey to
us at FWCJ, by letter or tape, in pictures or in music, responses from your
ia; rLy Thetin to the themes Friends International Witness and The transforming

werof the love of Sod, which night help the deliberations of Friends at
the Conference in 1982. We can share your response with the FWCC Interim
C’:a” ittee if received by October 1981. We want to share your comments, too,
with the Confecence speakers and will also hope to use your matertal in
reports and follow—up after the Conference. So we will be $ad to receive
information and material from you any time between now and the summer of l9i,2.

/Oontinuecl

Vice-Ch.irmen: Salorne Nolega David (Kenya) Lnrtcin G Heusrl (U LA.)

Section oF the Americas, Executive Secreraiy. Hoi bert M. Hridley, 1 1iOG [lace Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102, U.S.A.
£u,.’inea,n and Near East Section, Executive Secretary: Margaret B, Gibbin 17 Randolph Crescent, Edinburgh E[13 ITT Bcotland
Alt ‘i Sec non, Es i’ru tire Secretary: Zablcin I. Miii en ge, F rant Is I nti’rriat or nra, N’gong I tired P.O. Box 41946 Nairobi Kenya
Asi,in’Wirst Peir,c F?oguan, Correspondent: B. Cyril Gait’, 12 Orange So. limo, W Aurtrliri 6070
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SECTION OF THE AMERICAS

Midweit Qffw
P.O. Box 235

Plainfield. Indiana 46168

Te: , Clerk AsaociaESccreta,-1,
ROBERT J. RUMSEY

______________________

Yearly Meeting

Dear Friend:

PLANNING FOR JUNE l7-2O4NEW CALL TO F CEAING NATIONAL CONFEREVE

You are aware that in October of 1978 and then again last October,

national New Call to Peacemaking conferences have been held at Green Lake,

WI as a joint effort of the Historic Peace Churches (Church of the Brethren,

Friends and Mennonites).

The result has been a significant renewal within these groups, both with

respect to more, better—focused peacemaking efforts and general church vitality.

Zt the last conference it became evident that, considering the temper

of the times and the excellent corporate relationship which had developed, this

movement needed to continue.

Accordingly, another national conference has been projected. Although

detailed plans have not yet been made, the main outline has been approved as

follows:

TIME: June 17—20, 1982

PLACE: E].izebethtown Colleire, Elizabethtown PA. This is a Church of

the Brethren college a few miles east of Harrisburg, PA.

GENERAL Th4E: The Christian Faith and the Nuclear Arms Race.

COST: Approximately 80.OO (covering board and room and $20 Reg. Fee).

I am writing you at this time because of the need to appoint representatives

to the conference from your yearly meeting, as it meets in 1981.

We are planning for somewhat greater numbers at the conference this time,

and so are proposing that yearly meetings with a membership of up to 5,000 may

appoint up to five representatives to the conference; those with a membership

exceeding 5,000 are eligible to appoint up to ten.representatives. As in the

past, yearly meeting executives are expected to attend and are nct counted in

the “quota. You are invited to appoint persons widely representative of the

concerns of your yearly meeting, balanced a to age and sex, including some new

people. I’ll be glad to receive the names and addresses of these persons when

the process of appointment has been completed.

Sincerely,

Robert J. Rumsey

Copy: Yearly Meeting cecutive Faith and Life Facilitator

(when this obtains) New Call Coordinator



S UGGESTED POLICIES FOR CONSIDERATION

L. Intervisitation of all kinds should be encouraged, but Yearly Meetings and the
Friends World Committee for Consultion should be concerned especially with co
ordinating and funding Travel under Religious Concern.

2. Coordination of travel within a Yearly Meeting by its own members is a responsi- ‘

bility of each Yearly Meeting; coordination of travel among Yearly Meetings within a
Section or Region is the responsibility of that Section or Region; coordination of
travel between regions is the responsibility of the FWCC.

3. Coordination of travel should involve full consultation with Sections, Regions,
and Yearly Meetings from which -avellers come and to which they go.

4. Balance should be encouraged of travellers from all sections and regions visiting
all other areas.

5. Apropriate Travel under Religious Concern should not be prevented by lack of
funds to release travellers and meet their expenses; costs should be borne equitably
on the basis of ability to pay by Friends mall geographic areas.

6. So far as possible the program should be developed without adding appreciably
to the work of the paid staff or to administrative budgets. (The work of the Visitation
Committee of the Section of the Americas may illustrate this principle.)

QUESTIONS REGARDING TRAVELLING UNDER RELIGIOUS CONCERN

1. What qualities distinguish Travelling under Religious Concern (or Travelling in the
Ministry) from other forms of intervisitation?

2. What forms of ministry does your Section or Yearly Meeting need from travellers?

3. What special concerns and contributions should be can-led to other Friends by
travellers from your Yearly Meeting?

4. What qualities are needed in persons who will travel under religious concern to
Friends outside their own Yearly Meeting?

5. Bz what process should travellers be designated by their home Yearly Meetings and
Sections? By those to whom they are to travel?

6. What organizational structure (committees etc.) is needed for a wcxld program of
Travelling under Religious Concern?

7. What principles should determine the amount of financial support to be provided
to release travellers and meet their expenses?

8. What principles should govern “expense-sharing” between sectiors)from which
travellers come and section(s) in which they travel? Who should make the decision
in each case?

9. Should a special item be included in the FWCC budget for funding some part of

this program (similar to the budget item for expenses of representatives to international
conferences related to the United Nations)?

GHW May 1981
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FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION (
Ciwe4

/
PWCC 15th Triennial Meeting, Kaiinosi, Kenya,

l6th—l9th August, 1982.

tPb wv&

Thrd2i
Basis of appointaent of representatives and participants.

a. Representatives from Yearly Meetings and. Groups affiliated to FWCC.

Membership of Yearly Meeting Number of Representatives

Ci) Up to 1,000 2

(2) 1,001 to 3,000 3

(3) 3,001 to 5,000 4

(4) for every additional
5,000 members or
fraction thereof 1 additional

representative

b. .Each organised group affiliated to the Co.iittee ay appoint one
representative.
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RiNDS ‘YORLD COTTE FOR CONSULTATION

APACT TOINUTES OF 3’;!CC IiT3ERflI CO Idl1?T1, ifAY 22-24, 1977
V -

V

TRIEiThttAL 1INGS

Travel aid for representatiyG? in respect f- whom it -is laiined that
neither they nor the meetings or groups which they have been appointed

to represent can afford to meet the cost

Normal position

it is normally the position that the full costs incurred in attending a• triennial meetim are met by the Friends concerned or by the meeting or groupwhich the Friend is representing.

Travel assistance fund

Phre is a limited fund. available for each triennial meeting to assist inV

paying the travel expenses of those Friends attending the meeting as represen—tativesiz respect of whom it is claimed that the normal position set out aboveL’ cannot apply. The fund is built up from contributions from Friends and meetingsunder the WCC budget 2 and is dependent on their generosity.

Assistance which can be given

The assistance which can be given is, of course, dependent on the amountavailable and it may be necessary to ‘ration” the sistance actually given ifthe total of this amount is insufficient to meet the whole of the requirements.Subject to availability of funds, assistance can be given towards the costof travel directly to and from the triennial meeting and, where necessary, bynot charging the normal registration fee for the meeting. No assistance can begiven for additional travel or for incidental or personal expenses.

Application for assistance

1!ith the first information letter sent from 1WCC world office in connectionwith each triennial meeting, information will be sent as to the date by whichnotification must be received of the names of the official representatives andof the financial assistance requested, if any. In case of need, substituterepresentatives can be nominated but not additional ones. It will be necessaryfor the cost of the most economical way of travelling to be ascertained andnotified at the same time as the names of representatives are sent.

IIothod of payment of assistance

Payment will be made to the meeting or group responsible for therepresentative concerned,
The amount 0r the payment will he calculated by taking the amount ofassitanco to be givon toward the cost of travel directly to the triennialmeeting and return and from this wiJ.l be deducted the amount of the accommodationcosts at the meeting and the registration fee (unless the whole of that fee isnot to be charged).
The meeting or group receiving the payment will be responsible for bookingand paying for the travel cost of their representative. The deduction made foraccommodation costs and registration fee will be applied towards paying forthose charges at the meeting.
If, however, the accommodation costs and registration fee are more thanthe amount of the assistance for travel, the representative must pay the balance
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FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS)

DRAYTON HOUSE, 30 GORDON STREET, LONDON WC1H OAX, ENGLAND

chairman- Joseph P. Houghton Genera! Secretary: Richard c. i’:eredi th
Treasurer: Bill Frank Associate Secretary: Val Ferguson

To Friends in all Yearly Meetings.

June, 1981.

Dear Friends,

World Disarmament Campaign.

Friends were deeply involved in the work of the United Nations
Special Session on Disarmament held in New York from 23 May to 1 July,
1978. We recognised the importance of the Final Document issued
by that assembly, which was supported by 149 governments and included
a Programme of Action and the recommended machinery for pursuing
disarmament negotiations.

british Friends through quaker Peace :3ervice responded to
a suggestion made during 1979 by (Lord) Philip Noel—Baker and (Lord)
Fenner Brockway, who felt that a new, broadly—based organisation
campaigning for the UN disarmament orogranme was needed. The World
Disarmament Campaign was launched at a lar’e convention, attended
by almost 2,500 people, held in London in April 1980. Although
started in Britain, the WDC seeks to build up its international
contacts and become a world—wide pressure group for general and
cop1ete di sarmament.

In the United Kingdom the WDC has over 500 local groups. It
is seeking in particular to influence the attitude of the British
Government in relation to the 1982 UN Special Session on Disarmament.

During 1981 the WDC is planning to circulate its petition in
every parliamentary constitutency in britain. Members of local
WDC and other peace groups aim to visit every home in seeking
signatures. The four—point petition summarises the 1978 disarmament
proposals. A copy of the petition and the leaflet delivered to
every house or flat is enclosed.

The World Disarmament Campaign seeks to encourage similar
activity in as many parts of the world as possible. It realises
that other petitions similarly worded have been circulated, or are
circulating, in particular countries. The aim is to collect a
naximum number of signatures as a means of influencing the 1982 UN
Special Session. Door—to—door canvassing for signatures is a valuable
means of taking the disarnament message to people at their place
of residence. -

/Continued over

Vice-Chairmen: Salome Nolega David (Kenya) Lorton G. Heusel (U&A.)
Section of the Americas Esecurive Secretary: Herbert M Hadley, 1506 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102, U.S.A.
European and Near East Section, Executive Secretary. Margaret S Gibbiris, 17 Randolph Crescent. Edinburgh EH3 7TT Scotland
Alr,ca Sect,on, Executive Secretary. Zablon I. Malenge, Friends International Centre, N’gong Road, P.Q. Sos 41946 Nairobi Kenya
Asian West Pacific Region. Correspondent: E. Cyril Gare, 12 Drange Road, Darlington, W Australia 6070



World Disarmament campaign

‘Some day, the demand for disarmament by hundreds
of millions will become so universal and so insistent
that no man, no nation, can withstand it: E’

Sign for peace
This will take you TWO minutes to read. FOUR minutes is all the warning you would get of a nuclear
attack on this country.

We will he calling on you shortly to invite you to sign our petition calling on Governments to act decisively to halt the present
Arms Race before a nuclear holocaust destroys us.

In other countries people are being asked to sign a similar petition and for the same purpose.

Every day the Arms Race coOtinues, the threat to your fwnily and you becomes greater.

The ISSUE is now one of surriva/. Your survival — the worlds survival.

Each one of us can help to prevent the holocaust by making our voice heard through signing the petition.

The petition makes four demands: —

a Abolition of nuclear weapons and all weapons of muss destruction.
b Abolition of conventional weapons, by stages (the abolition of nuclear weapons is not enough. Conventional weapons

play a big part in the Arms Race and only through their reduction can the world be made a safer place).
c General and Complete Disarmament. (Tb is is the ultimate goal.)
d Switching of military expenditure to end world poverty. (Third World development is crucial to world security.)

Tense key demands represent the undertakings given by the Governments of the world at a Special Session on Disarmament
at the United Nations in 1978.

The Arms Trade is killing now. While 15 million children under the age ol 5 died of hunger last year, £210,000,UUO,000
vaere spent on Arms.

The collection of signatures will continue thruughnut 1981, By the time it closes it is believed that hundreds of millions of
people across the world will have signed the petition. The petition will be submitted to the second Session on Disarmament
opening at the United Nations in June 1982, at which a programme for disarmament will be considered.

Help us to put pressure on our Government and the United Nations to agree a comprehensive disarmament programme in
1d82. YOUR SURVIVAL DEPENDS UPON IT.

YOUR SIGNATURE ON THE PETITION WILL HELP TO ACHIEVE IT.

Peace and security = SURVIVAL

The world Dis rrrament Campaign has beers welcomed by Goverorrwnt (Parliamentary statement, 23rd April, 19601, is supported by the
Labour Party (Party Conference, Blackpool, September 19801 and its aims are supported by the Trades Union Congress ITUC Conference,
S,tember 19iOl. British Council of Churches has given unanimous approval toe motion supporting the campaign 10CC Assembly,
N’enbrr 1980), and tire UNA has declared its support lGenerul Council Resolution, March 1980.1



WUKLL) L.N5AKMAMENT CAMPAIGN

PETIITION

To all Governments and to the United Nations General Assembly
Special Session on Disarmament, 1982:—

‘dYe, the Peoples of the World, demand:—

I. The Abolition of Nudear Weapons and all Weapons of Mass Destruction
2. The Abolition, by agreed stages, of Conventional Arms, leading to
3. General nd Complete Disarmament

4. Transference of Military Expenditure to end World Poverty.

NAME ADDRESS

I
—

.

P1ei return to:—- Mrs E. Harbottk World Disarmament Campaign, II, Little Russell Street London, WCIA 2HN



1435 Stanley Road
Plainfield, IN 46168
July 20, 1981

To: Clerks of Member YMs .
. :.

FWCC—Seotion of the Americas V. .

Dear

You may remember that the Friends World Committee for Consultation at its

14th Triennial Meeting in 1979, established a committee to study, .. coordi

nate and report on the question of Travelling Under Religious Concern

(Minute 581). . .
V

The Committee was set up in response to a concern for strengthening and

coordinating the practice of travelling in the ministry, as distinguished

from less focussed kinds of intervisitation, It has a member in each sec

tion of the Friends World Committee for Consultation.

I write to you in.my capacity as a member of that Committee, to seek the

advice of your Yearly Meeting in forming our recoriunendations to the 15th

Triennial Neeting in 1982 to be held in Kenya.

I. enclose a list of suggested policies and a set of questions about the

way in which a coordinated program of Travelling Under Religious Concern

can best be set up. Will you ask the appropriate person or group In your
Yearly Meeting to respond? We hope there can be suitable deliberation,

but our schedule requires us to request a reply by l5 September 1981, so
that your response can be included in the process of preparing our report.

Sincerely,

V V

V
Carolyn Klum . V

The FWCC Committee, as named:

George Watson, VU.S.A. Clerk

Josiah Enibego, Kenya, East Africa
cL

Erica Vere, England V
V

Tayeko Yajnanouchi, Japan
Carolyn Kel1un, U.S.A.
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SECTION OF THE AMERICAS

Mdwe,t Office
P.O. Box 235

GA ThERI NG OF ‘WTERN’ YEARLY MEETI l7S--C A LI FORNIA,
Plainfield, Indiana 46168

CANADIAN, INTERMOUNTAIN, PAØIFIC, MECIOO GM AsaociafeSecretarV
ROBERT J. RUMSEY

PRESENT: William Charland, an Clark, Genevieve Cole, David Edinger, Lois
Ellis, Van Ernst, Joan Fasken, Virgina Heck, Jorge Hernandez, Rose
Lewis, Marguerita Orozco, Pegr Paull, Arnold Ranneris, David Tappan,
LaDonna Wallen. and Cathy Webb. Staff: Robert Ruznsey.

ACTIONS TAKEN: General discussion about nphases within this group of YM’s
resulted in the following: Continue ‘Western Link’ as a very valuable
vehicle of communication; explore visitation both by those within
and outside the region; consider the replication of events such as
the Ben Lomond (Ca) Conference of 1972; explore border conferences, etc.,
between U.S. and Mexican Friends.

Friends in the various sub—areas are encouraged to take initiatives
in acting upon the above—listed or other ways to increase communication
and interaction ang Friends.

Recorded by:

Robert Rumsey

This meeting was held at the FC Annual Meeting, Epworth Forest, No0
Webster, IN, on Nov. 21, 1981.
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4 Arco, NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120

9 December 1981

Domingo Ricart
Cathy Webb
Bill Charland
LaDonna Wallen 7 /,(

I
—

—Jack & Ethel Hailer
r

Dear Friends of Friends World Committee for Consultation,

Some of you attended the FWCC Annual Meeting last month.

The Executive Committee, meeting late the last day, asked

Gordon Browne to write a news release for all ,Quaker

publications and yearly meeting newsletters. The release

describes the Annual Meeting, with special emphasis on the

discussions and minutes on disarmament. One representative

from each yearly meeting was to receive copies of the release

to give one copy personally to the editor of the yearly

meeting newsletter and one to the clerk of the yearly meeting.

I received the copies to so deliver.

Since Intermountain Yearly Meeting does not have a

newsletter, I have decided that each of you, representing

IMYM’s regions, so to speak, should have a copy from which

more can be made and distributed as you think best. FRIENDS

BULLETIN, which IMYM does help support, will probably

receive its copy from Pacific Yearly Meeting’s convenor of

FWCC representatives.

So that each of you will know that IMYM clerk received

a copy I have included our co-clerks in the address.

I plan to distribute copies of the release to FWCC

contacts in monthly meetings of New Mexico Quarterly Meeting.

Where they do not exist yet, the clerks will receive them.

Cynthia Moore, clerk to Continuing Committee of IMYM, will

also get a copy. Most of you do know she attended the Annual

Meeting also.

During a special conference-call meeting of the FWCC

Finance Committee yesterday, a message was passed to me that

contributions from Intermountain Yearly Meeting are doing very

well. Congratulations and thankyou for your help, especially

in the personal contact period in the recent fall.

Sincerely,

-----1ed(.Church

cc: Gordon Erowne w/o enc.

PS If you need World Disarmament Campaign petitions, mentioned

in the release, I have a stock to pass out for the asking.
t
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Fiedo W6 Ctwmüliee F CuLalioi
C SECTION OF THE AMERICAS

Midwest Offwe
P.O. Box 235

Plainfleld, Indiana 4168

Associate Secretary
ROBERT J. RUMSEY

April 12, 1982

To: Yearly Meeting Clerk and
Nominating Committee Clerk/Chairperson

Dear Friend:

Another year of yearly meeting will be starting soon and we need your
help again.

The Nominating Committee of the Friends World Committee, Section of the
Americas wishes to thank you for the fine choices of representatives you have made
to this over-all Friends’ body in the past and to urge that you give the same
serious consideration to your choices this year.

We believe representatives should be persons (1) particularly interested
in the entire network of Friends and that (2) they should work with your other
representatives to make real to your yearly meeting members their experiences,
challenges and broader perspectives gained from this appointment.

Our committee makes three year appointments to these various FWCC commi
ttees with the possibility of a second three-year term. Therefore, we have very
much appreciated the three year appointments when specified by you. It is helpful
in making our terms of appointment coincide with yours.

You may wish to note that the terms of FWCC appointments are through the
year indicated rather than to that year.

Our committee meetings in September to make the appointments to be re
ported in November. This follows closely on several yearly meetings. Will you
please send us your list of FWCC appointments immediately after your yearly meet
ing’? We will appreciate having a confirmed list sent to us also by your Recording
Clerk when the minutes are finalized.

Many thanks for all of your helpful assistance.

Peace,

Lois Tjcssem, Clerk
Nominating Committee



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY ETING Representatives to FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOP

CONSULTATION — Section of the Americas

APPCINTvENTS - For the Yearly Meeting’s consideration

Intermountain Yearly Meeting is represented at Friends World Committee

for Consultation - Section of the Americas by four Friends and at the

Triennial Meetings by two Friends, usually two of those appointed to the

Section. Representatives are nominated by each of the ±our regional

meeting areas for overlapping three year terms that begin with the

next January after being appointed by the Yearly Meeting. This practice

meets FWCC’s procedures and includes attendance by the new, as well as by

the one being replaced, representative at the Annual Meeting in November.

Bill Charland (Mountain View) has been nominated by Colorado

General Meeting for the three term beginning January 1983 arid ending in
* December 1985. This nomination awaits the Yearly Meeting’s approval.

Representatives from IMYM currently are:

Bill Charland (CoGM) goes off December 1982 t..

Ted Church (NMQM) goes off December 1983

Cathy Webb (Mtings in Utah) goes off December 1983
LaDonna Wallen (AzHYM) goes off December 198L

Coopted by FWCC to the International Affairs Committee

Domingo Ricart (Boulder) annually

FINANCES - for the Finance Committee’s consideration

All FWCC representatives are expected to attend the Annual

Meeting of the Section of the Americas. This year it will be held

at the Royal Inn near the Atlanta airport. Since the new appointment

is expected to be a continuartion;therewill notbe five eligible to

attend. Each of the representatives is expected to attend meetings

of the committees to which he or she may be assigned. A number of

these committees meet at the time of the annual meeting, however,

there are several that meet at other times. Only the Executive

Committee attendance is reimbursed by FWCC.

It is the practice of IMYM to reimburse the travel expense of

its representatives to PWCC. This is done at the Yearly Meeting

level rather than by regional rneetings(as for FCNL) because the FWCC

representatives may be able to attend meetings for each other, and due to

the specialty programs requiring participation on the basis of the whole

yearly meeting. The Yearly Meeting does receive contributions as income

from those representatives wishing to donate back all or part of

reimbursements. The Yearly Meeting has emphasized its desire that all

expenses made on its behalf be reimbursed by the Treasurer so as to have

as complete a record as possible of all costs.

The Triennial Meetings have been budgeted for by IMYM each year

with the reimbursement occuring in the year of travel. Special

contributions were called for travel this year since two representatives

instead of one were appointed and the budget was based on supporting

the travel of one. It is recommended that the budget be adjusted to

cover the travel of’ two representatives to the 1985 Triennial. Since the

location of the 1985 Triennial will be selected in August 1982 at the

earliest, the next budget should be based on the 1982 Triennial cost

estimates with adjustments to be made in later years’ budgets.

Ted Churcn
FWCC Convenor
8 june 82



FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION
SECTION OF THE AMERICAS

_____ _______

1506 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19102, U.S.A.

______

Telephone: (215) 563-0757
*‘ \iY Cable: AMERFRENDS

CLerk March 31, 1982
BARRETT HOLLISTER

Executive Secretary
GORDON M. BROWNE, JR.

President Ronald ReaganTreoeurer
HOWARD W. BARTRAM The White House

Aeaiatant Clerks Washington, DC 20500
DAVID BILLS

ANN COPE
MARGARITA OROZCO B.

Midwest Office
ROBERT 3. RIThSSEY Dear President Reagan:

P. 0. Box 285
Plaintleld, IN 48168

Latin American Office We hope that you will take leadership in assuring a positive United
LOIDA FERNANDEZ States contribution to the United Nations Special Session on Dis—

armament (June 7 — July 9). Your personal presence and address
Mexico 1, D.F., Mexico stressing our national concern for world peace and an end to the

WorldOffice arms race would open opportunities for quiet diplomacy with the at—
London, England tending Heads of State and Foreign Ministers.
European Office

Edinburgh. Scotland
It would be an excellent opportunity to propose specific plans for4/neon Offwe

Nairobi,Kenya reversing the arms race. These could include steps such as a pledge
on ‘no first use’ of nuclear weapons, a proposal for a mutual veri
fied nuclear freeze, followed by reductions on both sides and an
announcement of the re—opening of anti—satellite negotiations.

We wish to call your attention to three items of the Special Session
agenda which deserve special study and consideration by the Depart
ment of State and the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency:

1. First steps toward the establishment of a UN satel
lite system for monitoring compliance with existing
and future disarmament treaties and for assisting UN
peacekeeping missions. (A/AC 206/14)

2. The pledging of funds for a World Disarmament Cam
paign for continuing disarmament education. (A/36/
458)

3. The development of plans for reconversion: making
possible a transition from investment and research
in arms to investment and research in meeting urgent
human needs. (A/36/356)

The Friends World Committee for Consultation has a special interest
in the UN Special Session. Under article 71 of the UN Charter, FWCC
has non—governmental consultative status at the UN and may be called
upon to make a presentation at the Special Session.
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For more than 300 years the Society of Friends has sought to imple
ment its testimony against all wars and on behalf of a world in which
conflicts are solved peacefully and in which justice provides the
foundation for international cooperation. We welcome the opportun
ities the UN Special Session provides to move with urgency toward
true security for all humankind. We must be building the institutions
for a lasting peace.

Cordially yours,

•
Gordon M. Browne, Jr.
Executive Secretary
Friends World Committee

for Consultation

Stephen H. Thiermann
Quaker Representative at

the United Nations

Edward F. Snyder
Executive Secretary
Friends Committee on

National Legislation

GNB/kl



Friends’7WorldCommittee fo.r Consultation. Section of the Americas

WC
October 8, 1982

Dear Friends:

In the last year, the Right Sharing of World Resources
program (Friends World Committee for Consultation/Section of the
Americas) has undergone an extensive review. Several new ideas
have surfaced for possible activities. One of these ideas was
for a consultation among those Quaker agencies and institutions
which have educational programs or components. The consultation
would be to explore possibilities for incorporating the idea of
right sharing into educational curriculum, conferences, and other
activities. Our program committee and the Annual Meeting of the
FWCC felt that this was an important idea to pursue. We have
enclosed a copy of a concept paper written during the original
discussions and revised by a subcommittee and hope that you will
take the time to read it through.

Are you interested in this idea? The RSWR program does not
want to sponsor such a consultation alone, but would prefer that
it be a cooperative project among many Quaker agencies, with most
of the actual work done by a planning committee made up of agency
representatives. Would there be someone in your office who might
be able and willing to participate in such a process? Is there
someone else whom we should contact in your field of expertise?
(A list ‘of recipients of this letter is enclosed for your
information and ideas.) If you are interested in participating,
is there a process of approval within your organization which you
would have to pursue first?

W iiOe Lhat you will be as excitod by this concept as we
are and will participate in the consultation. Please respond to
Robert Rumsey at the Midwest office of the FWCC: P.O. Box 235,
Plainfield, IN 46168. The phone number is 317/839—6317.

In peace,

.
‘.‘

Linda Coffin

LC/mc

Enclosure
LC/mc

1506 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102 . USA (215) 563-0757

Other Offices:
P.O. Box 235, Plainfield, IN 46168 • USA (317)839-6317
Casa de los Amigos, Ignacio Mariscal 132, Mexico 1, DF, Mexico



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

June 1982

WYOMING

LARAMiE

To Representetives at the 15th. Triennial

the International Conference( of Friends

World Committee for Consultation at Kaiosi,Kenya_.__—
BUULDER •

DENvER

This is toA)ntroduce Cnthia H’ Moore of

Albuqueraue, New Nexico U.S A. Cynt1iia isaAcy

member of the Albucuercue Monthly Meeting and’

is a representative from the Section of the Americas

to the International Conference.
— — ‘P

FA N
Our beloved member is siso Continuing Clerk for ————

C

Intermountain Yearly Meeting and carries the love
S A

and good wishes of all our members to Friends
/ .‘

wherever’ she travels. / SANTA FE

IA pijrur

In Christian love and fellowship
NEW MEXICO

P E N X
cf

TEXAS

c/ gDhe4l ttA&O(’ ,hI çC.

J(a*4;Ld A. ) 74 c,wpt

/r 2’” ‘,‘

cz4-p,4at, 14ic.
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/
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Ar1l{1lflff IV

(See minute 625)

FRIENDS WORlD CONMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION

TtUTE

While recognising that all persons are eQun]. in God and. are of different

talents, we are compelled to bear witness to our equality by continuing to

labour on correcting existing inequities based. on colour and/or race, both

in the world and within the Societr of Friends, Race relations have had

a historic plaee in Friends testimonies. ‘Ic are grateful for cast efTorts,

Unfortunately the jol is unfinished, the work is not done. And so ‘re call

on Friends to return to the work, remaining steadfast until even in the

farthest corner of the world, with the least of us, there is liun’ian understanding

clensed of racialism.

Specifically we ask every Friend prayerful2y to examine his/her om heart for

the causes of racialism, not falling victim to unseeing complacency. Further

we see the need to use this personal testimony to cleanse the united body of

Friends. Although the way will be as difficult as it was for the testimonies

in Qaker beginnings, it is time for the Society of Friends to stand forth and

raise the testimony of equality as fervently as the testimony for peace. We call

upon every meeting and individual Friend to work on this.

We request that the Friends World Committee for Consultation address this

pressing need in our midst by adopting this concern as an area of emphasis and

recommending the implementation of programmes which act upon the problem of

racialism from a practical point of view in each region and section.

Kaimosi, 12 August 1982
Interest Group on
Racial Concerns of 3WCC,
International Confrrence on
Friends International Witness.



ATTACHIUNT V

(See Minute 626)

TO F,W.C.C. TRINIAL, KAITTO3I, 1982

In the spirit of love and truth we call upon Priends to take full responsibility

for their own lives under the direct guidance of the Holy Spirit.
We reooiise that domination of others and submission to others are both evil

and preclude peace between individuals and nations. “ITot by might, not by

power, but by my spirit”. (Zech. 4.6)

In order that our corporate life may witness to the Transforming Power of the

Love of God we call upon F.W.C.C. to change its own structures, policies and

1anae to consider the special gifts and needs of women: and to adopt

the following queries as part of Priends 1 internatonal witness.

I !E’TISTRY

i) Are we open to the particular insights that iomen’s ministry offers?

2) Do we provide the funds and childoare that may be necessary to enable women

to travel in the ministry?

3) Do we recruit women for pastoral training and g-rant scholarships to
make this oossilae?

II SERVICE

i) Are we mindful of the needs of women when designing and funding ser\rice

projects?

2) Are women and men given eTl responsibility in controlling the distribution
of the Society’s resources at the international, yearly meeting and local
levels?

3) Are we mindful Df the gifts of women rhen mal:ing serice appointments?

III EDUCATIOIT AND SELW—DLOP1ENT

1) Do we ensure equal access to scholarships and other educational opportunities?

2) Do we recognise and folly use leadership potential in women and men alike?

IV PAIftLY LIPI

i) Do we reeogni’e the seeds of inesunlity n ur relationships among family
members?

2) Do we take action to dovelop family life which wil]. nurture the highest
potential of all the mesiber, regnrlless of jender?

The Women’s Interest Group.
Priends International Conference.

12. 3. 82



ATTACHM;NT VT
iSlGL (See Minute 637)

ON TJE 0.0. 15th TRIIAL M:r1TrTG, IAI!OI, RiITTh, A1JGUST _.22

To Priends Every-where!

!‘iremhe.-. ie fr Kairnosi amid the colour and warmth of Kenya with
th bee]. wox1 which says ‘I come to you in teace • 1riends from marry parts
of the world in conference and. for the fifteenth triennial meeting of the
riends World. Committee for Consultation have listened. together for the voice
of Truth, and sout the path of reace. prom our rich Christian heritage we
have worshipped together through silenci, scrieture, spoken ministry and. song.

We have reco.uisec1 the need for self—awareness, for the imperative of honesty
with ourselves and for personal tru.th which is part of the essential message
of iends. We hsve been led to acknowledge that the transforming power of
the love of God is reilable to us at al2 times, and. is the hope that overcomes
all our frailties and. the despairs of a troubled world. Let us be like those
early Friends who, as William Penn said, -yore chanod themselves before
they went about to change others: their hE:artS were rent as well as their
garments. The more we yearn to be reconciler’s, the greater is the
necessity that we axamnine our hearts. Oar hopes must not be aspirations
for others, hut commitment of ourselves. If we let thin love work, we
shall experience the transformation of our lives, our families, our
comimities, even our nations.

Through new methods of ].earnincç we are coming to understand our
differences of tradition snd reiiious ecoressian, Our e:perience
to-Lher has led. us to reaffirm Friends’ historic witness to the
equality of all people, women and. non, he youug and the old, of every
race and nation. This equality calls for a ftesh and vigorous aproaeh
to social relations, which involves rteriug to th. true needs of
both oppressed and opp.essorc. In this the :e1igi3uc !3ociety of Friends
needs to examine its own attitudes and .vtices We sr!ist avoid those
feelings of nrLlt riiich. prevent us from swakin troth in love • We
must also listen to truth when it is spoken to us so that we do not
deprive ourselves o s rengths and irsights.

when we on elves are dominating or afraid, we hinder the establishment
of peaceful relation” and the search for peace. We heve graopled. with
the challenge of disalT:a;nent and. this had. led us hack to humble recognition
of our personal responsibility. Conflict in families, injustices in
relationships, failure to speak truth to power, reluctance to share the
sacrificial cost of love, all contradict our witness and weaken our
mission,

Our worship of God and. quiet attentiveness to the promptings of the
... spirit are the source of strengh and peace. Let us, Friends, entrust

our lives and the Religious 3ociety of Priends to the hands of God,
!ay that transforming spirit work in us and through us, so that we may
play our proper part with courage, hope and joy.

JO3LPW P. RAUGHTON,
Chairman,
Triends World Committee
foetonaultation.



October lL-, 1982

Dear Jack and Ethel,

I have enclosed a brief report presented to Colorado General Meeting last
weekend. There was a good deal of interest and I’ve been invited to lead a
forum at Boulder Meeting in December. This is a good deal more succinct than
my rambling 20 page letter, which Ted tells me he sent on to you.

I’ll be happy to share the Kenya experience in whatever ways seem appropriate
as the year goes on. Phoebe, who uent with me, took many slides and we might
want to consider using some next summer at IMYII.

Enclosed also is some material from the fairly new Friends higher education
group. Nate and Ann Shope would be interested in coming to IMYM to inform
our people of their program. I believe that they are able to cover their own
travel expenses. They asked if I would distribute the enclosed form among
IMYM Meetings. Do you have suggestions as to how to do this? If your Continuing
Committee is representative of all, perhaps copies could be sent back with them.
Or would it be better for me to send a copy to Lois Ellis for the FWCC
Western Links newsletter?

I have collected materials from several Q,uaker related development projects -

Partnership for Productivity, El Centro de Paz, and the Soweto Meetirighouse
Project. If there are occasions when it woild be appropriate for me to share
some of this information among INYM Friends, I would be happy to do so. I feel
that these programs express the central purpose of FWCC, linking us in service
and fellowship among cultures. More Friends, I believe, ought to Inow more about
them.

With best wishes.

Sincerely,

Bill Charland
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October 9, 1982

FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION:
A REPORT TO COLORADO GENERAL MEETING

from
WILLIAM CHARLAND, JR.

INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING REPRESENTATIVE TO FWCC

I have asked that this report be preceded by a reading of greetings

from Joseph Houghton, Gideon Majani, and William Mutsiambo who, as Presiding

Clerks, represent the global organization of FWCC and two monthly meetings

in rural Kenya. Those statements, and the persons who sent them, embody the

essential purpose and value of FWCC--linking those whom physical and cultural

distance would separate in a fundamentally human community. The August 1982

FWCC International Conference and Triennial in Kaimosi, Kenya, was a remark

able experience for many reasons. But the most enduring element was meeting

exceptional Friends, and learning again how much we share.

The International Conference involved about 500 Friends, half that

number from East Africa, in a week of worship and sharing in small groups,

and exposure to issues of common concern in plenary sessions. The small

groups--about 15 people in each, from an average of five countries--followed

a program developed by Hans Nowak, a British Friend who is a professional

organization development consultant. The experiences of the many groups

differed markedly. My group, which was led by Ron Mattson of the Nebraska

Yearly Meeting, was one of the most significant communities I have known.

Through a variety of exercises (such as leading another and being led blind

folded), through worship, and spoken sharing, this group was able to com

municate at remarkable depth about difficult issues such as differences in

theology and governance, and the presence in Kaimosi of armed police.

For me a highlight of the plenary sessions was a talk on disarmament

as viewed from the Third World, by Simeon Shitemi , a Kenyan Friend who
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serves his country as Director of Foreign Aid and formerly served on

disarmament committees at the UN. His honest discussion of attempts to

relate the Peace Testimony of Friends to the precarious life of developing

nations was inspiring. I look forward to sharing a tape of that address

when it becomes available this fall. I also will not forget powerful musical

performances by Kenyan choirs and by Susan Stark of Friends United Meeting.

Special interest groups enabled us to probe certain issues and

organizations at some depth. Two of these stand out: a presentation by

Partnership for Productivity, and another by Quaker Peace and Service.

Both groups represent creative, committed approaches to international com

munity and development. Their staff members were exceptional as well.

The Triennial, the second week, was a smaller group (about 200 Friends

from around the world) with a more specific agenda. The bulk of our time

was spent in plenary sessions, with limited participation in worship/sharing

groups. Two issues were paramount--disarmament, and ministry to refugees.

The first issue posed an important question of strategy: whether to empha

size positive developments in the worldwide movement for peace, and/or Whether

to hold before us the reality of nuclear destruction. Friends from Britain

and Japan, for example, began with different approaches.

The challenge of ministry to refugees highlighted a difficult dichotomy

among Friends--whether our outreach should take the form of “mission” or

“service.” The question was much in evidence throughout our stay in the

mission center of Kaimosi.

Another matter of importance to Western Black Friends was the need

to maintain awareness and commitment to all four Testimonies of Friends-

simplicity, equality, community, peace--as manifestations of a common
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spirit, and not to succumb to the human proclivity for “one headline at

a time.” All of these questions involved a large group of Friends from

many cultural backgrounds in earnest discussion. Joe Houghton’s decisive,

good-humored leadership contributed to a constructive dialogue from which

the FWCC Interim Committee will receive guidance for the development and

implementation of programs.

Other memorable features of the trip were visits to four Kenyan homes,

providing a glimpse into the values of a diminishing village culture and an

experience of the warmest hospitality one could imagine. And, of course,

there was the troubled political climate--an abortive coup in which more

than 300 lost their lives, personal decisions about travel and security,

evidence of yet another emerging dictatorship in the Third World, and of

an alliance with the United States which seems founded in military needs

and oblivious to human rights.

The trip left me with continuing questions of how best to build

community and seek justice in a world such as ours. The trip was a life

deepening experience for which I shall always be grateful , and an experience

which I hope you will invite me to share.
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for its awe: ‘or an awe .ting iran )5’l :

A ‘io:1d Ga bIlL r i 3 ‘ Cerii; i.iio

Iirropean Noua Fi:i ends have just ].iaid a ithc: :T: a; a. rance at Charho !i: tue
dea for which ca;n fryi IrlL-aJ at the LN & NR EAST SECTION MEETING in 1960.

Thi has been a a cos, and a1on ith the )nfawculce acre, an ia ‘iration to Youn
h’ie’nds. We wi’ii ta crnn’o a sn ii1fl to iiur Liu.’c Lho transformin rorc.r the
Tj1.i O. C )d, in Yorr Iciende airitiial ardors tanc:iw and their witne.

Young l’ien;io are the fu lure of the anciaiy and its .itnoss, as well i.e a l:nirimi.c
part of’ nac ri’ can . Their sirit’al an’i wo:rl(]f, .erI;h is ci the utmos

01 LOCa n SoLi ‘ ard. i. is I th I - ii T1Hrjr will coat.iuLrL.
cc:_:i LCra el; to: ‘as ti1i; It enh’ voir s’:. non.

A centrml ortnin rig uJ!itL•e with Liouii’ Frienic ore iinitai.rt, Iz’nlnn’l North
Iceerioa rii Africa is to be established to co—ordirate a local site coLnhittee,
f inid—n is in., and rrecraridoiits fret i every :raaI’ly it thnoo ‘nout the world.

hitrresnondeato will be nesuested to contribute actively to the dtnia Lone of the
c itrail oo:w;titieo in croati!ar ideas and submitting comsiento an the program content, and
the or into; Lien.

We have af ad Young ?rieiias Can tin 1 CoaeeLttae of hnitain to co-.orciinate the initial
formation of thie siu’turo.

It o hema; that L:a I,W. f. 0, s o&eri t ounhoa t the world. .11 be able to
simporl the itttial wi:r’: a Y. FC. C. and the cal) icuan; work of the o:oni In

osr’;i Lt:ce , esucc a11y with con-bacto and. ad il strative help and advice.

Th: gr h’rin’ has a.Lii;1.].li boon planned for Au’ust l°dzt in Orer’on, U. ],A. for
a[n)ronil;cLtL1.a fl50 Yuan buena,

T t ‘ a wi t a t c )I a 11 1)0 lire tO i iil ‘ roth i
date and h- ms Lug a ‘adoaunto ijui-n::t to Sri:’: thisatnaly rerrecoutative
gather:n:. The cemajtmwyb is the: a fron Youn’ Ii. -nd:.

iie :-l ed the suT)o:: of I.i. C, C. end itz offiere and staff.

David 3aker,

Oa ‘]f of all thee itri Is attondind oar maatie’,
h].3 at Ixienist izi us itianal Confnrtnce, Kamosi,

.
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4 Arco, NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120

7 June 1982

Jack & Ethel Hailer - Co-clerks
Intermountain Yearly Meeting

Dear Jack & Ethel,

Bill Charland, in his letter to you of May 20, reminds
us of the issueing of a Traveling Minute for himself and
Cathy Webb who go to the 15th Triennial Meeting of Friends
World Committee for Consultation as representatives of
Interrnouritain Yearly Meeting. When I went to the 14th
Triennial, then IMYM clerk, Frances McAllister issued me
a minute of iintroduction with specific mention of being
the appointed representative of IMYM. At the start I was
a bit self-confident when digging out the envelope with
the minute to give to clerks of meetings but I found it
to be a great ice-breaker (if one can find “ice” among
Friends) and a growing document. The Resident-Wardens
at Woodbrooke, the clerk for Stirchley Preparative Meeting
(near Birmingham, England) placed their notes and signature
on the paper. FWCC clerk, of course, endorsed the minute.

Following the Triennial, I took the minute with me to
Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting and to New Mexico Quarterly
Meeting when I reported on the Triennial and eventually
back to Intermountain Yearly Meeting gathered in a meeting
for business. I have a copy of the minute (now on loan to
Cathy Webb) and the original is in the records of IMYM.

My purpose is to encourage the preparation of a
Traveling or Introductory Minute for each of our travelers
to Kenya. The difference between a Traveling Minute and
and an Introductory Minute is that the former identifies
a particular concern carried by the Travelers while the
latter identifies the bearer as a Friend of the Meeting,
perhaps, also, the objective of the travel, but reduces
the obligation of those to whan the letter is presented
to engage in the bearer’s concern. In August, we have
two categories of travelers from IMYM going to Kenya.
Cathy and Bill go as appointed representatives of IMYM
to the 15th Triennial and the International Conference.
Cynthia Moore and Bill & Ethel Hargerty (Phoenix) go as
representatives from the Section of the Americas only
to the International Conference. (“Representatives” isn’t
quite right here; invited might be better in that they
are going on their own and as Friends.)

Cathy’s husband, Tom Schroeder, is accompanying her
and will attend the International Conference (not the
Triennial). Bill is being accompanied by a companion
whose name I do not know with similar purposes.

I hope appropriate minutes can be prepared for these
people before they leave on their journeys.

//
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING Representatives to FRIENDS

____

CONSULTATION — Section of the Americas

f-,a4.

4PPOINTMENTS - For the Yearly Meeting’s consideration /

Intermountain Yearly Meeting is represented at Friei

for Consultation - Section of the Americas by four Frienc

Triennial Meetings by two Friends, usually two of those appointed to the

Section. Representatives are nominated by each of the four regional

meeting areas for overlapping three year terms that begin with the

next January after being appointed by the Yearly Meeting. This practice

meets FWCC’s procedures and includes attendance by the new, as well as by

the one being replaced, representative at the Annual Meeting in November.

3i11 Charland (Mountain View) has been nominated by Colorado

General Meeting for the three term beginning January 1983 and ending in
* December 1985. This nomination awaits the Yearly Meeting’s approval.

Representatives from IMYM currently are:

3111 Charland (CoGM) goes off December 1982

Ted Church (NMQM) goes off December 1985

Cathy Webb (MétIngs in Utah) goes off December 198

LaDonna Wallen (AzHYM) goes off December 1984

Coopted by FWCC to the International Affairs Committee

Domingo Ricart (9oulder) annually

FINANCES - for the Finance Committee’s consideration

All FWCC representatives are expected to attend the Annual

Meeting of the Section of the Americas. This year it will be held

at the Royal Inn near the Atlanta airport. Since the new appointment

is expected to be a continuartiontherewill notbe five eligible to

attend. Each of the representatives is expected to attend meetings

of the committees to which he or she may be assigned. A number of

these committees meet at the time of the annual meeting, however,

there are several that meet at other times. Only the Executive

Committee attendance is reimbursed by FWCC.

It is the practice of IMYM to reimburse the travel expense of

its representatives to FWCC. This is done at the Yearly Meeting

level rather than by regional rneetings(as for FCNL) because the FWCC

representatives may be able to attend meetings for each other, and due to

the specialty programs requiring participation on the basis of the whole

yearly meeting. The Yearly Meeting does receive contributions as income

from those representatives wishing to donate back all or part of

reimbursements. The Yearly Meeting has emphasized its desire that all

expenses made on its behalf be reimbursed by the Treasurer so as to have

as complete a record as possible of all costs.

The Triennial Meetings have been budgeted for by IMYM each year

with the reimbursement occuring in the year of travel. Special

contributions were called for travel this year since two representatives

instead of one were appointed and the budget was based on supporting

the travel of one. It is recommended that the budget be adjusted to

cover the travel of two representatives to the 1985 Triennial. Since the

location of the 1985 Triennial will be selected in August 1982 at the
earliest, the next budget should be based on the 1982 Triennial cost

estimates with adjustments to be made in later years’ budgets.

Ted Church
F1CC Donvenor
8 j u ne 82



Friends going to Kenya in August 1982 from Intermountain Yearly
Meeting:

Appointed representatives to the 15th Triennial and the
International Conference of Friends World Committee for
Consultation:

William Charland of Mountain View Monthly Meeting
2259 So. Josephine St.
Denver, Colorado 80210

Cathy Webb of Logan Monthly Meeting
RFD 1
Wellsville, Utah 84339

Accompanying each of the above are persons who will
be able to attend the International Conference:

Cathy’s husband, Tom Schroeder

Bill is being accompanied by a companion, name unknown.

Applying to the Section of the Americas and accepted as
participants in the International Conference:

Cynthia H. Moore of Albuquerque Monthly Meeting
4623 8th, NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

W. R.”Bill” Hagerty and his wife Ethel of Phoenix Monthly Meeting
1694 W. Glendale Ave., #341N
Phoenix, Arizona 85021
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___

SECTION OF THE AMERICAS

January 5, 198:3 UeOh

Plainfield. Indiana 48168

To: American Yearly Meeting Clerks (317)839-6817

AUOA’Aate Secretary
Clerk ROBERTJ.RUMSEY

____________________________Yearly

Meeting

Subject: NEW CALL TO PEACEMAKING: PROGRESS REPORT AND NEED FOR CONTINUING SUPPORT

._) .‘—-fc /

Dear iendi

Last June another successful national New Call conference was held. at

Elizabethtown, PA, on the very timely theme: “Christians Confronting the Nuclear

Arms Race.” Over four hundred persons were in attendance from the Quaker, Brethren

and Mennonite constituencies, plus an excellent representation from other churches.

It was a time of encouragement and inspiration for those present as they met in
small groups and heard excellent speakers in preparation for their continuing peace

making witness in this critical time. You have probably had reports from your
yearly meeting representatives.

In looking toward the coming year, New Call is considering several

projects, including a Peace lectureship, a package conference plan which could

be replicated in local areas, liaison and cooperation with various ecumenical

organizations to facilitate Historic Peace Church involvement in peace dialogue

through speakers and literature, developing literature, the appointment of Task

Forces on several peace—related themes, and the development of a pamphlet series

on such subjects as Jesus’ way to deal with enemies, peacemaking lifestyle, and
disengaging from the war system. These pamphlets would be tracts for the times,

aimed at a general popular audience.

Your response to these proposals is welcomed, as well as any other

suggestions you may have for the further development of the New Call movement,

which is dependent for its future upon your suggestions and involvement, rather

than centralized programming.

We are fortunate in having the continuing very capable, part-time staff
service of Edgar Metzler as National Coordinator, working out of the Mennonite

Offices at Elkhart, IN (Box 1245, Elkhart, IN 46515, (219)294-7536).

Among Friends, New Call is a creature of the Yearly Meetings, and your

support, including financial support has been and continues to be essential to

the continuation of the movement. Your past support has been welcomed, and you

are invited again to include New Call in your current budget, if you have not

already done so, at at least the level of your past giving0 The Friends allot

ment of the combined budget is $6500. Will you please let me know how much you

are planning to give this year, and when you are planning to send it? Please

send your contribution directly to Edgar Metzler, at the address listed above,

designated as from your yearly meeting.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely,

Robert J. Rumsey



August 29,1982

Dear Mom and Dad, Susan, and Jay,

Now that I’rna bit rested and the experience is still fresh, I’ll try
to describe a bit of our trip. I’m using Phoebe’s memory typewriter so
if all goes well I’ll be able to run off a copy for each of you.

First, I’ll say that Jay seems to be off to a very good start at
CU. He has a roommate he likes and has a terrific room, I think, on
the top floor of a nice, small dorm with all freshman engineering majors.
His room looks out into a tree, overlooking a common courtyard. He came
down yesterday and we took him back this afternoon. The fail will be a
great challenge academically but I feel that he will do well. His hair is
cut pretty short and he has his full uniform so is into the Air Force ROTC
milieu. They only wear their uniforms on Thursdays. The dorm is about a
block from the engineering college where he’ll have mcst of his classes,
and is next door to the dining hail.

I have been staggering around at work since coming back, with a
had case of jet lag. Our flights back were nothing compared to ‘:!hat
Susan faced going to Japan, as I’m told: a 28 hour series of flights
through Anchoraqe, Hong Kong. and Taipei. It sounds like Linfield needs
a 110W travel agent, foreign student advisor or somethine. Anyway, we
arrived back here Wednesday after sooe loon fiigh’s trcm Nai ‘obi to
London to New York, train to Phi lsdeii,hia, flight to Denver through St.
Louis where we had a brief visit with Mom and Dad. I came back with the
end of a bad cold and Phc.hu has uriC row but we’ re getting back on
schedule with sleopino and in general are in good shape. My only health
problem on the trip other than the cold was very bad bedbug and gnat
bites, as a result of’ which my feet and one hand swelled up to twice normal
size.

We left here Sunday AueusL 1 and were in Philadelphia by about 6:00.
Had di nne’ that ni nht wi th Phoab.a s b’other John, his wife Lorna and
daughter, Car, who is Jay’s ag end begins coi]eqe at McGill in Montreal
this fail.Lorna took us en awalkinci tour of Society Hill, near where they
i ye — on gina res tnreo Co on a townhouses hui 1 t around courtyards
narrow reets. T-e next. day we ‘qal pr1 wi th John toward downtown throegn
nciependene .uare 5tj ‘ci ‘u see e Li v Bel 1 r te pa” ii Qr wh cn

John designed, and which nobe hadri’ t seen before. P and I had lunch with
Bob House, Sales flirocter for Westminster Press . I talked with Bob about
the book I have outlined en vocational develooment and got his reaction to
some of my ideas, as well as ordered another hundred copies of Q,çe ia
Liia±. Bob took us through the new offices of Westminster and then we walked
over to a bank across the street frcm City Hall to get tickets for the
Phillies—Expos game that niqht, We then walked over o Friends Center, a
complex of buildings where Friends World Committee and other Quaker organ
izations are housed.
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That morning we had read in the paper of the attempted coup in Kenya.
The people at FWCC had no other information other than that the airport
was open again and that plans were to hold the conference. We got a
“travelling minute” ( a Friends letter of introduction) for Phoebe as an
additional measure of possible security, and toured the Friends Center
facilities. That night, after along-awaited cheesesteak sandwich (my favorite
food in Philadelphia) we went with John, Carj) and John’s son, Bev.n,who
is a junior at Lehigh, to the baseball game. That was a long, rain-delayed
and pretty uneventful game, further delayed by being on national tv, but
it was fun to see the big stadium, the Phillies mascot, and to see Pete Rose
try unsuccessfully for a record tying hit.

The next morning we checked the papers again and left by train for New
York. After a subway ride to Kennedy airport. we entered the Alitalia
section of the International Building to find a swarming, cacaphonous crowd
of Italians. More emotion displayed than at any other time on the trip.
Applause as the aircraft took off, applause as it landed in Rome. Got some
sleep on the fl i ght and we coped pretty wel 1 wi th entrance through customs,
currency exchange, and getting on a bus for long ride into Rome. We found
a “pensione” - small , clean but really basic ccomodations - near the railway
terminal where the bus had left us - and crashed for a few hours. Later that
afternoon we took a long wal k through the city and found the Spani shSteps,
with the home in Rome of Shelly and Keats at the base and a fine view of
part of the city from the top. Found a excellent restaurant for supper —

antipasto, futtucini , Nstra Azurra beer which I liked — and walked back
to our humble room. The next day we did some more walking, seeing the Venezia,
Musol i ni’s garish but spectacular monument, the Pantheon — a pre-Chri sti an
temple of immense proportion, Largo Argentine - market place of pre
Republic tmcs, and my favorite place there, the Piazza Navon Well have
pictures of all this I’m sure. The colors on buildings at sundown particular’y
memorable.

Much of the afternoon was spent trying to decide whether to go on to
Kenya. The Herald Tribune article was worse than accounts in Philadelphia.
Corpses lying in the streets of Nairobi, half the day in curfew, etc.
We went to the American Embassy and were treated in an officious, cold
manner reminiscent of the movie Missing. They read us a State Department
Travel Advisory wnich sugaested that all unnecessary travel be avoided.
By this time, of course. I hod flown to Europe at the expense of our
Yearly Meeting. Also, I felt that the Embassy personnel really had no
interest in us beyond reading what they had been given. So we travelled back
to the railroad station and found a large room where one could phone anywhere
in the world very conveniently. I called Philadelphia and found that a
group of Quakers which had participated in a conference on Kenya and which
included many people knowledgeable of the country was going to fly there
that evening. We decided to trust their judgernent and set out that evening
for DaVinci airport. Fortunately we’d discovered how to check our baggage
at the train station throughout this long day of running around.
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Our 11:30 p.m. flight to Nairobi was delayed till 3:00 a.m. •so as
to arrive after the curfew. We had hours to kill at DaVinci Airport,
and noticed the high security there, with soldiers carrying automatic
weapons in the terminal. Also, we became aware of people from many
cultures which we would see throughout the trip.

The flight finally left and was uneventful. As we approached the
airport in Nairobi we looked down to see redbereted soldiers positioned
every hundred yards throughout the field. I remember the image of some
German tourists, laughing and bustling out of the plane, eager for their
safari, then coming upon the first of the soldiers in the airport — a dark,
glowering fellow in his red beret and jungle coat holding his submachine
gun. Isuppose that checking through customs and currency exchange is always
confusing in Nairobi. Kenya guards its currency and makes you declare
everything you bring in and out. But that morning it was frightening and
began to remind me of the only other experience I’ve had under that kind
of military control, jr Alabama and Mississippi in the ‘60’s.

We got together with some other Friends and shared a cab to our hotel.
Our two cab mates were from Northern Ireland and I am sure were used to
this kind of thing. The Fairview Hotel was a lucky break. Gilbert White,
a Friend from Boulder Meeting, has done a lot of consulting in Kenya and had
stayed there. He indicated it was about half the price of the downtonwn
hotels but hadn’t mentioned the quality. It was great -very comfortable
rooms, though toilet and shower down the hail - great food, with breakfast
included in our charge for ihe oom. in Italy that turned out to be a hard
role and coffee, hut here it was a feast. ihe whole expanse of front lawn
was taken up with tables and chairs and umbreil as, with a playground in one
corner. Tea was served at 4:00 and White Cap, my favorite Kenyan beer, at
any time. It was a great place to stay, before and after our Lime in Kaimosi.

We walked downtown our first full day there, Saturday. This was six days
after the abortive coup in which more than 300 people had died. It was a
mile walk, down dirt paths through the large parks the British had set
out between the business and prime residential areas. Across Uhuru (“freedom”)
Boulevard and the intersection of Jomo Kenyatta Avenue. The business area
was functioning but not crowded. Phoebe confirmed her safari reservation

and we confi med our airline reservations, then explored the Afri can Hen tage
Shop, a great crafts store operated by the government. We had lunch at their
adjoining outdoor cafe. Outside people iere boarding up shattered windpws
and sweeping broken glass into piles. Inside we were comfortable and Ieard
the lyric of Taking IL To the Street’.

Later we walked another couple of miles down Uhuru Boulevard to the
noted Kenyan Natural Museum. On a bridge below the Museum) Phoebe stopped
to take a picture and we were stopped by a young African who asked if he
could talk to us. The bridge he said was too dangerous. Soldiers were passing
constantly and were concentrated in the compound of the Voice of Kenya
radio station which had been one of the two principal targets of the coup.



We followed this fellow into a lounge of a nearby hotel and listened

to a dramatic story of his life as a medical student in Uganda, forced to

flee the country under Idi Amin, etc. At the end of all this we were hit

up for a contribution. I gave him $10, against the directions of the

local Friends who said to watch out for this kind of thing, then later

learned almost everyone else had handed out money after a similar tale,

and that Ugandans were notorious for producing con men of many kinds.

At any rate, we saw the museum and headed back past the Voice of Kenya

and the University of Nairobi, now closed, back to the hotel.

I won’t say much in this letter about the coup. Ironically, one of the

items I’d planned to bring to Kenya as a gift was John Updike’s novel,

T c.gp. Ihad occasion to be thankful I didn’t carry it when searched at

the airport. The attempted coup followed several months of increasing

repression by Daniel Moi, the President and now dictator of Kenya. Mo. had

been hand picked by Jomo Kenyatta to succeed him, partly because Mol came

from a small tribe rather than either of the two major groups. He had tried to

steer a middle course but in recent years had created his own political elite,

a kind of Chicago-like machine. The elite has developed close ties to the

West, particularly with the U.S. military establishment. There are close

parallels between Moi and the Shah of Iran in this regard. Political opponents

seized upon Moi’s beginning to turn the country into a military satellite

of the U.S., most recently surreptitiously widening the harbor at Mombasa

to accornodate one of our nuclear submarines. Others charged his group with

corruption and objected because their tribes weren’t getting any of the action.

Mci came down hard on his critics and finally succeeded in removing independent

journal i sts from the papers and in outlawing opposi ti on pol i ti cal parti es.

When the lid blew off, it was a group of young air force officers, trained in

Britain and Israel3 who staged the coup. They, of course, had been exposed to

more democratic political systems and also had come to value their military

power. They were poorly ürganized and badly miscalculated their strength.

At a time when much of the Army was out on maneuvers, the Air Force group

took over the airport and the radio station. They kidnapped a popular disc

Jockey and forced him to announce the coup over nationwide radio. Unable to

find any maral music to fit the occasion, they had to settle for “easy

listening”mood music so played things like “Autumn Leaves” by Montovani.

People later laughed about that. They encouraged others to go out and loot,

over the radio, and hundreds did, especially hitting stores operated by the

East Indians who with about 1/200th of the population control about 1/4th

of the country’s wealth. Others attacked tourists at the Nairobi Hilton and

similar downtown hotels. African hotels such as the one we stayed in weren’t

touched. Some African stores were. Students from Nairobi University, a beautiful

and well established school, participated in the initial coup and to some

extent in the looting. It’s hard •to know how much because the local press

served simply as a public relations organ for Moi ‘s administration. At any rate,

the coup failed completely. A son of one of the famil..s I visited wrote home

from the Army and described gunning down the Air Force contingent who had

occupied their barracks while they were off on maneuvers. It wasn’t much of a

contest as the Air Force was ill-equioped to fight on land. Had the Army launched

the coup, as far as I could tell, it would have succeeded.



Back at the Fairview, we enjoyed tea, etc. on the lawn and the sight of
children from about four different continents playing together on the ‘front
lawn. Frequently there were people out there from Africa, India, Japan, Europe
and Britain, and U.S.

The bus trip the following day, Sunday, was rough - very long and difficulty
getting the group organized onto various buses. The road was filled with deep
potholes though the Indian driver seemed to be very familiar with it and was
able to go at a pretty good speed. We were stopped about six times at military
roadblocks. Once several people had to get out to be searched. The rest of the
time the soldiers noted that we were all white, for the most part, therefore not
a part of the Kenyan Air Force, and let us go on through. Africans all were forced
to get out and be searched. We had a late lunch at a hotel restaurant in Nakuru,
a small city to the west of the great Rift Valley, and continued on. We arrived
about 10:30, having begun our trip at noon. The bus bearing our luggage broke
down en route and arrived at 2:30 a.m. We were unable to go to bed till then and
Phoebe got sick but was all right by noon the next day after spending the morning
in bed.

Kaimosi, when seen the next day, turned out to be an attractive spot, thaugh
the school facilities were equivalent to an American summer camp. There are several
Quaker schools there, from secondary through college, and a small hospital. The
location is high, a couple of hundred feet above Denver, but it’s near the equator.
As a result the temperature, during the cold month of August, fluctuated rapidly
and widely -probably about 50 degrees within every 24-hour period. Whenever the
sun came out or went in, you felt the effect at once. Being near the equator,
sunrise and sunset occur-ed very rapidly. There were many flowering trees, which
Phoebe’s pictures will show, and verdant growth. Occasionally, bands of monkeys
would pass through the trees overhead, chattering and picking fruit. Some of the
birds were immense - big herons and cranes several feet tall. In the morning and
evening in particular, the sounds of drumming drifted in from the brush. A number
of religious sects practice ritual drumming and they were active in the area.

The conFerence was interesting. For the first week, the International Conference
involved over 500 Friends, about hal F that number from Africa. We spent each morning
in small worship-sharing groups and in the afternoon had large plenary sessions
at an auditorium of one of the schools about three miles down then road. Again,
Phoebe’s pictures will show some of that. My group was excellent, with a good
leader from Minneapolis and members from Kenya, U.S., Britain, Sweden, and India.
We did a number of exercises related to personal and spiritual experience and,
despite great diversity, became able to communicate pretty well. I plan to write
an article on the experience of that group dealing with the fact that we found
ourselves attended by a couple of dozen armed guards, uniformed police front the
nearby town of Kakamega. For a group essentially committed to pacifism, that was
an uncomfortable situation and it was interesting to see how the level of trust
established in the group enabled the Africans to share what was going on, and
for all of us to come to a meeting of the minds over the issue. Phoebe was very
disappointed in her group, comprised mostly of fundamentalists. That is a characteristic
of Quaker groups - a great diversity in points of view and often it’s a challenge
to be where you are and let others own where they are, too.



Some of the plenary sessions were interesting. The music of local choirs was
outstanding. The one in light blue robes in P’s pictures was probably the best
vocal group I’ve every heard. Their director, we learned, had no formal training
in music. Some of the choirs move to the beat of their songs. Most are accompanied
by drums and tambourines. One of the speeches was very good - by a Kenyan official
who had grown up as a Friend and had studied in the U.S. and later served on several
disarmament commissions as a Kenyan representative to the U.N. He had some thought-
provoking insights into issues of international armament and disarmament from
both Quaker and Third World perspectives. We learned, for example, and I later
read more about this, that developing countries spend a much higher percentage
of their national income on arms than does either Russia or the U.S.Their anxiety.
about be”’.attacked, especially by one another, is that much greater. I became
interested in the links, I’ve commented on earlier, between Kenya and the U.S.
militarily.

During this first week, we got to know several local Kenyans. Ben, a young
man who was living on his family’s small farm down the road, was a favorite —

a very quiet and gentle guy who WdS helping serve as a kind of liaison between
local Quakers and the armed police. He’s in our pictures. Later I visited his
farm and that was quite an experience. Mmassi (both m’s are pronounced) was my
roommai..e for several days. He is a teacher and headmaster of a secondary school
in a very remote part of the country. A very conservative Christian with hopes
of studying in the U.S. some day, even though he has a wife and four kids. Many
of the Kenyans hope to go to school in our country or Britain. The American Friends
aren’t big on this idea now as many in the past have come here and not returned
to Kenya, My impression was that, while in many respects the Kenyans didnt see
much difference between the U.S. and Russia as nuclear powers, they did aspire
as individuals to study here or in Britain because of the prestige that could
gain them once home.

One afternoon there was a long program of singing and dancing; again, Phoebe
has pictures. Anothr time, I exchanged songs with a Kenyan fellow who directs
a vocal group and writes religious music (most of i t to a reggae beat). Herman
looks about 20 but -is 42. He suppports himself as a glassblower. So the week
went by - some interesting programs, a very meaningful small group for me, and
really rugged living conditions. The dorms got very cold every night. Cold showers,
inadequate toilets, and very plain food with long lines in dingy dining rooms.
It was hard to imagine people living through four years of school under those
conditions. Probably it was more ccmfortable in months other than August. Despite
the discomforts, everything was kept very clean and the Kenyans put themselves -

out to make us as comfortable as possible.

Saturday morning, Phoebe left for Nairobi and her safari. We had had some misgivings
about those plans earlier as the newspaper carried accounts of one safari group
being robbed at gunpoint in a remote lodge in the first days after the attempted
coup. That’s one of thertulnerable situations you can put yourself in. But
everything seemed to have stabilized so probably was far safer for the tourists
than it had been before the coup. They had an interesting trip as their driver
stopped in the town of Eldoret for 15 minutes, he said;to get some change, and
returned an hour and a halr later. He said he’d had a hard time finding change!
Otheriise they made it all right, if late, to Nairob’ ,and Phoebe stayed that night
in a fancy downtown hotel. She took pictures the next morning of the empty streets,
still as a result of the earlier disturbance.



interlude: phoebe
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I thought this would be a good place to insert a brief account
of my safari, and though that experience may not have the social and
world—concern implications as the conference in Kaimosi, it was nevertheless
most enriching. The 11-hour bus ride from Kaimosi back to Nairobi was indeed
interesting--not just because of the long wait for the driver’s return, but
for the opportunity of collecting so many mental images of the people, the
terrain, the skies. Certainly my mental images are stronger and considerably
more numerous than my photographs, which were greatly hampered by dark skies
and shooting out of ever-moving vehicles. On that particular trip, I have mental
images of children carrying smaller children on their backs; women chopping
a large fallen log; lots of crowded matatus with goods piled on top; birds
of all colors, sizes and types; huge fields of daisies; long moss growing
on fence posts like hair; people in great numbers by the side of the road
(women knitting on an embankment, with their balls of yarn way down in a
ditch; selling vegetables, with “competitors” selling the same types of vege
tables just a few yards down the road; or people just “hanging out” and waving
to passing vehicles); children herding spotted cows and spotted goats and
spotted sheep; fires glowing in the doorways of huts as night set in; a heavy
fog; and of course trees--the eucalyptus, thorn trees and acacia peculiar
to that country. And what a treat to enjoy a long, hot bath in the hotel.
I felt very pampered knowing that Bill would not be able to enjoy hot water
for yet another 6 days.

I was picked up at the hotel first thing Sunday morning. One of th
other safari members turned out to be a Friend from the conference, Bill
Rogers, the president of Guilford College in North Carolina. There were also
two couples from England, in their rnid-20s (three accountants and a teacher).
It was a very warm and congenial group, which really added to the pleasure
of the trip. The driver, a native African, was quite reticent and probably
bored stiff. We traveled north from Nairobi to Nyeri , stopping along the
way to view two spectacular waterfalls located within a half mile of one another
on the Chania River. Nyeri is near the Aberdare forest, which we drive through
for an afternoon and evening of game-viewing at Treetops, a wooden lodge built
on stilts around an old tree in the forest. Branches came right through the
little bedrooms, common bath, dining room, etc. Vehicles are parked several -

hundred yards from the lodge, and access is by foot, at only one time of the
day, when most animals are resting. Once in the lodge, the door is locked
behind everyone, and at first I strongly disliked the idea of being cooped
up. I soon decided it was quite appropriate, however, for the humans to be
caged and for the animals to come and view us, which they did. After all,
we were visiting a corner of the world which still belongs to the animals.
We saw (were seen by) mean-looking wart hogs; many active baboons; several
kinds of water buck and bush buck; enormous cape buffalo; numerous bright—
colored birds of all sizes; hyena; mongoose (mongeese?); and a very interesting
genet cat. Finally even an elephant showed up at the watering hole which
the lodge overlooks. An interesting place, though I was really cold there.

The next morning we descended, via Nyahururu Falls (even more awesome
than those we had seen on Sunday) into the Great Rift Valley to Lake Naivasha,
spending the afternoon and night there at a hotel similar to the Fairview
in Nairobi. It is the only hotel on the lake, and many miles from any village
or town. The area is inhabited by many kinds of water fowl and other birds,
and there are great hippo ponds near the island in the lake, though I didn’t
rent a boat to go out and see them. I did some laundry and hung it out and
walked around, sat by the, lake, took some photographs, and collected several

-
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cuttings from different plants growing in the area. They are succulents which
in the states are reasonably common houseplants, but grow to twice the size
in their native habitat. I know it is highly illegal to pass through customs
with plants from a foreign country, but I figured there wouldn’t be much left
of them anyway, after 10 days without water or air, stuffed in my back pack.
(All seven cuttings now seem to be growing, however, after losing all their
leaves.) That evening I enjoyed playing cards and just relaxing and visiting
with the other safari members.

Tuesday morning was spent driving across the Loita Plains into the
Masai Mara game reserve. Entering the Masai area was a drastic change in
both the terrain and the people. The country looks much like New Mexico--
dry, dusty, thorny brush, sparsely inhabited--and I felt very much at home.
The Masai people wear blankets and sandals and carry spears for herding their
cattle (or occasionally throw at a camera-wielding tourist, so I kept hearing).
Their herds of cattle were enormous (though it was difficult to see what they
could possibly graze on), and I understand that many of the Masai are therefore
quite wealthy, though what we might consider the obvious clues of wealth
(automobiles, clothing, big homes?) were absolutely not visible. Distance
between villages was easily 15-25 miles, and people would walk through the
dust and brush to and from their markets, often barefooted. The area was
not at all heavily populated, and the people would walk much farther away
from the main road than people in the other areas of the country we had visited.
The mud huts were of a different style--elongated, with rounded low mud and
thatch roofs. There would be a couple dozen or more of these huts clustered
together within an enclosing stick fence, well-concealed and again quite a
distance from the road, communities very different from those in the fertile
farmland areas. (The ‘road,’ I might add, was rough and unpaved and so dusty
that visibility at some points would be zero--three and a half hours on this
road to our destination within the Masia Mara.) I found the Masai area
fascinating and wished to be able to visit homes there like Bill was able
to do near Kaimosi; it would be an entirely different experience, and probably
one that would be next to impossible to ever arrange. I doubt, for example,
that there are many if any Masai QuakersL

Throughout the traveling, including the bus ride from Kairnosi to Nairobi,
we saw occasional zebras, giraffes, gazelles, impala and wildebeest--and once
we passed the i ntri gui ng town of Narok in the Masai , and began our journey
on the dust road we began to see enormous numbers of these animals. I became
increasingly frustrated with wanting to stop and make photographs, but our
driver was goal-bound and never slowed down until we reached our destination
of Keekorok Lodge, deep in the Masai Mara. Again I brought home many more
mental images than photos. That afternoon, early Wednesday morning (6 a.m.
and late Wednesday afternoon we took drives into the brush to view the animals,
and those three drives were not nearly enough for me. I definitely would
like to go back and spend longer and unstructured days there. It is impossible
to adequately describe the huge herds of wildebeest--they were migrating from
Ethiopia through Kenya into Tanzania during August. At times you could look
a full 3600 and see continuous lines of them on every horizon, as well as
all around our vehicle, and general 1 y accompanied by smaller groups of zebras.
2ebras often grazed with gazelles & impala, too. I found these various smbictic
relationships very interesting and was also intrigued by the apparent “organi
zation” of individuals within the large herds. Certain zebras, for example,
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appeared to be the leaders in seeking out watering holes and green spots for
grazing. Others appeared to strategically station themselves around the edges
of the herd as look-outs and establish the perimeters beyond which none of
the others would wander. Then there was the Executive Committee of Four
who never grazed or drank but stood in one place and just looked around.
They wouldn’t move until the entire herd had finally moved on to a different
spot. I spent 3 hours Wednesday afternoon watching such things from the edge
of the Keekorok grounds, while everyone else rested or socialized.

During the night I thought I heard crunching noises, and saw zebras
grazing on the lawn right beneath my cottage window. There was even a swimming
pool at Keekorok (breathtakingly cold, I had discovered), and to see a couple
of wildebeest nibbling on the bougainvillea vines which grew around the pool,
in the middle of the night, was somehow inspiring. I was much more comfortable
being near the big animals than I was with the black rats that ran up and
down the walls and over the beds in my room at Kaimosi. I did walk off rather
quickly when a couple of enormous cape buffalo began to cross the gulley toward
me earlier that evening as I was trying to photograph them, however.

The lions, of course, were particularly interesting. It is easy to
see how the “king of the beasts” phrase developed. We came upon many lions
during the various drives, and where others animals would caliop away from
our van, the lions were completely unruffled by our presence. If they were
resting, they would just roll over and go back to sleep. If they were hunting,
they would continue on their own set path whether we were in it or not. The
cubs would just keep playing; they all went about their business completely
oblivious of us.

And we saw lots of giraffes, always my favorite animal. And big herds
as well as small families of elephants. Ostriches, secretary birds, topi
etc. etc. (I’m really feeling a need to wind this up and get to work!!)
The biggest impressions are those of freedom and enormity of space. The
early morning sun on the long grasses, the “big” sky which I have seen only
in New Mexico or perhaps Montana. All in all one of the most remarkable experi
ences I have ever encountered, and one I really hope my children can have
and that I can have again. -

I didn’t want to leave the Masai Mara and was sad to have to make the
5—hour trek back to Nairobi Thursday morning. Especially sad because I
would spend the rest of that day and the next (birthday #40) alone, waiting
for Bill to arrive from Kairnosi Friday night.
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That weekend, those of us who were staying on for the Triennial the following
week spent visiting in homes of local Friends. My hosts actually live’d a couple
of hours from Kairnosi, in an area toward Uganda. To the west of their place are
low mountains, comparable to Colorado foothills, where many of the famous Kenyan
distance runners such as Kip Kenyo got started running as shepherds. Kip Kenyo
now runs a sporting goods store in the local city of Eldoret.

The Majanis, my hosts, are = husband and wife and eight children, seven of
whom are at home, the second eldest son serving in the Army in Nairobi. His wife
‘ives with the family. They live in a group of a half dozen mud-walled, thatched
roof houses on a about a half acre of land. Gideon Majani , the father, works as
a family planning agent, travelling throughout that area trying to get people
take part in the program. It’s interesting to see their large family, the youngest
child only about four. It’s that recently,evidently that Kenyans have become seriously
concerned with family size. Their birthrate is the ighest in the world: about
4% growth per annum. until fairly recently, the 12% of land that can be farmed
was able to sustain a growing population. In Kaimosi, records of land ownership
weren’t even kept until about 1970. But now the land has been subdivided down
to very little. In increasing numbers, people are moving to the cities and ending
up in slums; those were the looters in the abortive coup. Anyway, I got a sense
of some parts of the social system.

What impressed me most about the bit of rural life I saw, aside from the friendlines
and generosity ol- the people, was its efficiency. While out looking at the farm
animals soon after arriving at the Majanj home, I asked one of the sons where
the bathroom was. He pointed to a small hut. Opening the door, I saw only a floor
covered with smooth rocks. Well, I thought, this is another unusual arrangement.
Isuppose you urin ate on these rocks and they or the rain then washes them. So
I did. Exiting, to my dismayI saw another small hut close by. That one proved
to have a hole in the floor. Ishould Fave asked for the “toilet.” It was interesting
to experience the efficiency and cleanliness of that system - a separate hut
for various functions (another for cooking) and for various family members’ bedrooms.
The older kids still home acquire their own huts and can live independently there
while still being able to join the others for meals. Ben’s extended family, whom
I visited the following week, included four generations, again in individual huts
containing various combinations of people, supported by a series of “shambas” -

-i.e. large garden plots, and animals grazing all over. They raised more of their
own food than did the Majanis: two crops a year with ten foot high corn from half
the year; an avacado tree which yields about 500 enormous avacados every year.
My impression was that, in the past, when this system wasn’t overrun by population
boom and other factors, it must hove worked quite well - a culture stronger in
many ways than ours. But the culture is no longer intact and people must adapt
rapidly to new realities.

That weekend, the other two visitors (a retired Hartford insurance executive
who now lives in a Quaker study center in England, and d young Friend from Tanzania)
and I visited another couple of family homes and a school/economic development
project operated by a young Quaker from Ireland. While we were at one house, that
of the headman in the community, his youngest son arrived home from four years
of college in Portland. There were about 20 people there from the family and the
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whole group was overjoyed to see this fellow. They all sang several choruses of
a song. Then one of the elder women of the church gave a long prayer, standing
feet astride with her arms and fingers extended toward the ground (something I
assume is a pre-Christian tradition). We each introduced ourselves, going around
the circle, with translations into and from Swahili. That was a routine repeated
often. In all, it was quite a time. 1 had a chance to talk with the young son
andtoid him about Susan going to college at Linfield, where he had visited. It
seemed both strange and natural to talk about people and a place half way around
the world and so different from where we were.

I had a similar sense of contrast/unity that evening after supper. Meals were
served by the females of the Majani family, to the males. Everyone seems comfortable
with that arrangement. In another home visited by someone else that weekend, there
were no resident daughters, so the sons took on that role. At any rate, after
a several course meal which always begins with someone bringing a pitcher of water
and basin to help you wash your hands (and sometimes feet), we males sat around
a charcoal burner in the thatched roof living room. By the light of a kerosene
lamp, Jack Majani, the eldest son whom I enjoyed - a teacher nearby, very bright
and aware. he functioned more as a peer to his father as the eldest son - Jack
brought out a short wave radio. We listened to a West German broadcast, in English,
whicri summarized various European newspapers’ coverage of the past week’s news
in Africa, by Western media. They dealt that night with the collapse of the Organization
of African Unity meetings and what that might represent. Evidently, that’s the
only news they trust, the Nairobi newspapers now being only house organs for the
government. That experience will always sto.y with me. Later in the evening the
women and girls joined us and the mother and kids sang some evangelical hymns.
This was typical of the theological tone everywhere I went there - like an evangelical
tent meeting, but delivered with great warmth of spirit. My impression is that
people for centuries in that part of Africa had a great religious sensitivity,
and that they were tutored in the worst of Western theology by missionaries whose
needs and motives I question. To the strains of “My sins were higher than a mountain
when the Lord of life came down...” we went to sleep.

The following morning we attended Friends worship. It was very much like a
traditional Protestant service except that more people shared leadership. The
original Quaker tradition of “unprogrammed” worship was nowhere in evidence. We
vjsjtors in the area -about ten of us rrom Britain, Ireland, Madagascar, Tanzania,
and Japan — were introduced and each of us greeted the congregation of about 300.
“Miremb’ was one of the first words in Swahili I’d learned. “Peace”, used as
hello and goodby much as the Jews use ‘Shalom.

One interesting feature of the morning service was the community’s response
to a retarded teenager. The fellow, dressed in short pants much like a grade school
ChIld, but probably about 18 years old, wandered around throughout the church
during the service. When a trio of young women came up on the platform to sing,
he stood next to them, moving to the rhythm of the music. I was impressed by the
way everyone simply let him do his thing, meeting his needs as best he could.



Another memorable religious event was seeing the Israel Church pass b.

hadn’t been at the Majanjs more than 20 minutes and still was uncertai’ifexpect

out there in the country when I became aware of drums in the distance, then coming

closer. Around the bend came a group of about 40 people, dressed in white robes

with white turbans. Several played drums and cymbals. In front and at the rear

were fellows carrying banners - green, white, and orange - on ten foot poles.

They spun round with the banners as they moved along, and the whole group moved

in a knee-dipping shuffle, back and forth, as they danced down the road. They

are one of the Christian sects which jas incorporated earlier African traditions.

One would remember them from any parade or halftime show; unexpected, in a strange

land, they were something else.

After exchanging gifts with the Majani family (I had brought a book of pictures

from Colorado, and enjoyed describing phenomena such as snow and skiing; two of

the young kids asked me some of their basic question about America: do we practice

circumcision? and how many tribes do we have?), after exchanging gifts and taking

pictures, we rode back to Kaimosi.

The following day, Monday, two friends and I rode with others on a small bus

to the small city of Kisurnu on Lake Victoria. The hills became more pronounced

as we neared the lake. In areas they were covered with large boulders, as around

San Diego except everything was green. The three of us stayed there several hours

and visited the marketplace where I bought an interesting khanga and a basket
for Susan. That was an interesting place — almost everything for sale including

c’ of fish from the lake. I saw only two other tourists there, unlike the Nairobi

“. hr we bargai ned with a cab dri ver to be driven to ‘Hippo Point”, a promontcrj
from Wfl.... “-‘‘ nosed to be able to see hippopatomi in the lagoon but we
couldnt. We hau beautiful resort, the Sunset Hotel, and I enjoyed
tne episode of White life. Unable to find a cab back into town,
we hitchhiked arid were picked up o,y ‘“ banker in a yellow Mercedes. That
trip contrasted sharply to the final leg ourney back to Kaimosi. We rode
in a “matatu” — a small vehicle much like a Toyti t”ick with a covered flatbed.
The enclosed area contained two benches and a handra1l c’ the ceiling. ‘Ide inside
and found mysel f in the company of, at one point, about 14 othet s 1 nd udi rig a
woman with a baby. Several other people squatted in the aisle, lacking ceiling
room to stand, hanging on to the rail. The “conductor” and one or two others hung
on to the rails outside the’ carriage on the back. My friends rode up with the
driver. So we were about two dozen at times. The matatus stop at every roadside
settlement and marketplace, with the conductnr 4,ir: u’I vi.n “‘cuaie

anyone he can to get on. When mnr ‘ rrives at a time, the conductors
compete for trade, somet’’s rf1flg te prospective passenger both directions
at once. Young wnmm, cnunas and sometimes fried sandwiches to the passengers,
reaching iiuch as tamales and tacos are sold on the buses in Mexicn.
AU -

_. oc, in a spirit of high good humor. As competitive as the matatu ,-vP

-, I w them stop to help others that had broken down.

The trip back took much longer than we’d expected and we missed the first
hour so of the riennial I was very glad for the trip, both as recreation,
and a-, another opportunity to explore the area - to experience the marketplace
‘ndt.? matatu -and also to see Kisumu in its beautiful setting among the hills
c.e?—]king Lake ‘Iictorja
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The Triennial was very different from the previous week’s International Conference.
Whereas the International Conference was intended to foster interaction and fellowship
among Quakers from all over the world, the Triennial is the worldwide Meeting
for Business of a smaller, representative group. Now there were only a couple
of hundred people in Kaimosi , so life was a bit more comfortable. At the same
time, it was a bit less stimulating on a personal level. Aside from our small
worship—sharing groups which met every morning and a couple of evenings, all our
time was spent in long plenary sessions. We went for 12 - 14 hours most days,
in our various activities, and it was hard work.

Interim committees had planned agenda for our meetings, which would explore
issues important to Quakers and establish guidelines for programs of the coming
three years. Business among Quakers is conducted through discussion and the search
for concensus; votes are never taken. If disagreement cannot be resolved, the
matter is tabled till another time.

Several important issues for this Triennial, which I’ll discuss in programs
around here, centered on the Testimonies of Friends. Quakers have no creed, which
accounts for the sometimes di fficult theological diversity in the group. But there
are four basic areas of common commitment which have developed over the several
centuries of Quaker experience: simplicity, equality, community, and peace. Here,
too, different Friends will understand the testimonies and their implications
for conduct in different ways.

One of the first issues raised in the Triennial was the importance of paying
attention to all four Testimonies, rather than becoming preoccupied with any one
issue. Several Black Friends from the U.S., Jamaica, and Zimbabwe, noted that
a report from Australia commented on ecological concerns but made no mention of
the social/political condition of Aborigines in Queensland, where many groups
plan. to sponsor a boycott of the Commonwealth Games in protest. The Black Friends
called the whole group to give attention to equality as an ongoing Testimony,
rather than focus attention solely on disarmament as an expression of the peace
Testimony. It was a goo noint, and th same issue came up again re:simplicity.
it was pointed out that 1ose of us who live in the United States, with 5% of
the world’s population consuming 4O2 of its resources, the best action in behalf
ofworld peace might be to live out a more simple and world-typical life style.
That point came home to us as we struggled to do without some of our accustomed
comforts while in Kaimosi.

Other discussion centered on disa,iiament. The principal thrust of the conference
was to involve us in sharing postive developments in this movement. There were
many of these to share, from many cultures. Latin American Friends, tnough, spoke
of their need to find sLipport from non-militarist positions in their countries.
It is impossible to translate ‘conscientious objection” into the language of most
nations in Scuth America. People there who take this position, unlike the United
States where among young people it is a major movement, often are regarded as
mentally unbalanced. There is a need, evidently, for more visible signs of support
to Latin American Friends. Several Quakers from Japan had brought film footage
of the atomic bomb attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, together with interviews
of Japanese who survived the attacks but have lived in terrible incapacity
and pain since then. The films, for which the U.S. government had required payment,
were brutal; I can remember onAfrican woman in particular, in native dress, walking
out of the auditorium in tears. The Japanese Friends asked how others felt about
their showing these films, which no orrealiy wanted to see, when the predominant
mood seemed to bèiiphasizing positive aspects of the movement toward disarmament.
Whatever the mood of others, they indicated a need to share the full horror they
knew.
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The other major theme addressed was ministy to refugees. I’ve had little contact
with this issue, but in a number of countries,js a preoccupation. I’ve forgot
the figure, but the number of people in the world who have had to flee their homes
for political reasons is enormous. Discussion of refugees raised an important,
unresolved issue among Friends — the felt dichotomy between “mission” and “service.”
Different groups stress either proselytizing or direct service as their principal
mode of outreach. It was pretty clear where the Quakers who developed Kaimosi
stood, although through the hospital and some of the educational programs they
had tried to respond to social needs as well as gain converts. Having grown up
a Congregationalist, in a tradition which sees mission as service and has never
engaged in trying to change anyone’s religion, I don’t have a lot of sympathy
for the other point of view.

I particularly enjoyed getting to know Andrew Clark, a very sharp Englishman
who heads Quaker Peace and Service, the British counterpart to our American Friends
Service Committee. I learned a great deal from his years of experience in service-
development projects throughout the world. It was interesting to learn of Friends’
influence in Britain during the Falkland Islands war. One Quaker who had worked
for the government in the Falkiands for several years was a key source of information
about actual living conditions there and the immediate causes of the war. She
reported, for example, that most of the Islands’ territory was owneq not by the
individuals we saw on television but by corporations. Of 1800 I-e. who inhabited
the Islands, 18 owned property. I considered the important role to be played in
the world by people who care enough about where they are to learn what’s really
goi rig on, and can share that knowl edge. The churches of Britain, led initially
by the Quakers, succeeded in converting a government sponsored “service of celebration”
following England’s victory to a “service of reconciliation.”

Well, that will give some idea of the tenor of the meetings. It was quite an
experience to be part of that kind of dialogue among people from so many backgrounds
yet whoshaed similar concerns. Now I’ll give attention to how I might be able
to link some particular people and projects with resources ln this country,

One afternoon I went with Ben, down the road and through the bush, to his family
home. Monkeys were all over in the trees and I got bitten alive, haing forgot
my insect repeilant. Finally we came to several clusters of thatched roof houses.
An open air school building stood in the center. I’ve described already the fecundity
of the land, and the fact that the extended family in their group of eight or
so houses included four generations. I was greeted by Ben’s older sister, Jennifer —-

a very nice woman in her early thirties who spoke excellent Engiish.Like Jack
Majani, Jennifer, as the oldest child in residence, often seemed to run the show.
Despite the clear delineation in sex roles, it was hard to judge whether there
was much inequality in status. In several different situations I saw women clearly
in leadership. Jennifer was divorced and had returned home to the family plot
with her two kids. They certainly didn’t lack for comparionship, with numerous
cousins around. This reminds me that I heard Gideon Majani refer to the headman
in his area as his “father.” Jack told me that that’s a common way of thinking
of an elder you have known all your life, especially if your own parent is deceased.
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Jennifer and Ben took me on a tour of their “shamba” — i.e. large garden plot - -

and I saw a number of crops such as coffee and tea I’d never seen before.The critical

issue for families such as this,in addition to trying to cope with their numbers

(this shamba was too small for further subdivision; Jennifer was there because

of her domestic situation, Ben because he had failed some of his qualifying exams

for college; the other,older brothers and sisters were living in Nairobi, another

large Kenyan city on the coast: Mombasa, or abroad. Ben said that he would like

to spend his life farming there if it were economically viable) - the other critical

issue is how much to invest in cash crops. Coffee takes seven years to produce

mature beans; tea requires constant picking of the young, tender leaves. Crops

for export leave one vulnerable to changes in the world market - similar to Mexico’s

position depending on income from oil. On the other hand, they need some capital

to buy what they can’t produce. It’s an issue every farmer must deal with.

We had “tea” which consisted of about half a dozen dishes, mostly vegetables,

and some tortilla-like pancakes. I ate so much that I skipped dinner back at the

school — no sacrifice! A cousin of theirs is a student in a small college I know

in Iowa, and I took back a letter to mail her from the States. They gave Phoebe

and me several gifts, and Jennifer wrote a note on my travelling minute for her

father, who is Clerk of the Kaimosi Meeting, to sign. I’ll enclose copies of Jennifer’s

note and also Jack Majan’s. Jack wrote for his father, who is clerk of their

monthly meeting.Those were read at Mountain View Meeting back in Denver, and it

was a good experience to establish that linkage - similar to one I had reading

the travelling minute from the Johannesburg Meeting for our visitors from Soweto.Anyway,

it was a good visit and break rorn wall to wall meetings.

I came down with a bad cold that night, which I think could have become something

serious except that I’d carresome antibiotics in case wit the cold showers

I’d come down with boils. Those things really saved me, and was able to rest in

an uncrowded bus the following day - an ll hour ride including and hour and a

half breakdown in the bush near the equator when the developed a flat tire

and the jack on board proved to be too small to lift it. We were able to borrow

another one from another bus. It was a relief to get back to Phoebe and the Fairview

and the comforts of home. She had had a great experience on her safari , about

which she will write, but had had to spend most of her 40th birthday alone. Actually,

Phoebe learned a good deal more about Nairobi and we enjoyed oing back downtown

for some shopping the following day, Saturday. I had bought her a very pretty

yellow dress in Kaimosi, and gave her a handmade, block print card.

We rested a bit after shopping and I finished the James Bond thriller I’d brought

along for times when I felt tired trying to resolve all the problems of the worith

This was one of them. Sunday, after another couple of excellent meals at the FairviW

(our room and full breakfasts came to something like $18 a night for the two of

us), we spent several hours on a driving tour of the game park outside Nairobi.

It wasn’t anything like what Phoebe had been on, but we saw some interesting

animals and it was fun to be in the countryside. We waited for an hour or so for

the other passengers on our microbus at the Bomas - performances of traditional

songs and dances from various sections of the country. The music was interestirg,

as was the fact that 3/4 of the audience was African. Evidently this is their

main opportunity to hear music from the remote regions - much as we might attend

a bluegrass concert. That night we took a cab to the airport, which was much

freer than on our arrival but still full of soldiers. Some of those young guys

were a real drag, swag’ing around with their rifles, lounging behind the Avis

counter, etc. One young fellow, a porter of sorie kind, was good enough to take

several of us to a special restaurant for employees of the airport and the



airlines, up on the top floor of the administration building. We ate well and
inexpensjvely.Cc.,c *-z 1%.-*_ o*k-r r-st-4.

cr’ £.

Our flight on BOAC left about midnight. Here, as at Rome, we were surrounded
bypeople of many countries - Arabs in veils, Indians in saris, French tourists
lugging African art objects, and a Buddhist monk in orange robes sat next to Phoebe

on the flight. Airport security was as tight as anything I’ve seen - each of us
frisked by the army.

We arrived in London about 7:00 their time. Both of us were impressed by the

cleanliness and efficiency of Heathrow Airport. Great numbers of people were moved

around at remarkable speed - a real contrast to New York and Rome. We rode in
to London on a doubledecker bus and were let off outside Paddington Station, somewhat

near the Friends headquarters there. I enjoyed seeing the station, and later Victoria

Station, while calling for directions. We were welcomed at the Friends International
Center, across the street from the University of London, and booked a room even
more modest than the pensione in Rome - something on the order of my place Susan
and Jay will remember at the collective in Chicago. I knew that experience would
benefit me somehow; I guess it prepared me for living conditions in several places
on this trip! After a rest, we had a good lunch and some flat English beer (‘bitters”)
at “Mab?i’s”, a really warm neighborhood pub. People from all walks of life were
in ther-t and everyone mingled together having their ‘pint” and lunch. Then we
took a bus past Picadilly Circus to a place near Trafalgar Square, and walked
through the Square, down the Mall and through part of St. James Park to Buckingharn
Palace where I expected to be on time for the Changing of the Guard hut found
it had been held only once that day, in the morning. (I’m glad to have seen that
in Ottawa and would like to sone day in London. The British Quakers aren’t muchh
into the monarchy, and none of them I talked with had any idea when the Changing
of the Guard took place.) We both enjoyed seeing both the beauty of the Park
and the activity in it. It was Rank Holiday Monday, and a lot of people were there

watching the ducks, listening to a band concert, just hanging out.

We walked another distance over into a shopping area and ended up at Victoria

Square. Taking the bus back, we passed Westminster Abbey but were too tired to

try to see anything more. That evening, again after a rest, we explored our neighborhooc

and found another very comfortable pub, this one full of animated working class

people; it reminded me of the comic strip Andy Capp. At this point, we were almost

overstimulated by the tremendous variety of cultures we’d visited. I still remember

those pubs in London, though, as some of the most interesting and appealing p’aces

I’ve ever been. I think America needs an institution like that. In the same neighborhoo

kind of a run down area several blocks from the University, we found an interesting

Indian restaurant and enjoyed trying a few things there. I had had some Shepherd’s

Pie at lunch and liked it.

The next morning we had a short breakfast with the nice people who run Friends

International Center, and took the “tube” (subway) direct to Heathrow, leaving

from Russell Square. Both of us enjoyed both the sights and especially the people

inEngland and would like to return. I had expected to encounter a good deal more

“reserve” than I did, and found a great deal of warmth among the working class

people in narticular. I also appreciated the news coverage cf the London Times

and the Mhester Guardian, in helping me understand what was happening in Kenya.
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Our flight back was, of course, long and with an hour’s baggage delay at Kennedy
Airport and another hour and a half delay on the train to Philadelphia, it was
a mighty long day. It was good to have a short visit with Mom and Dad in St. Louis,
then we were off to Denver. Three continents in three days, though still nothing
like Susan’s ordeal.

I apologize for the excessive length of my letter. I’m sure not all of it is
of interest and perhaps some of it sounds moralistic. I’ve simply been trying
to sort out a very stimulating period and trying to recall details I’d like not
toforget. Writing this has been helpful for me. I’ll close with a couple of thoughts,
again also for my benefit, which have stayed with me.

I was impressed, in my small group during the International Conference, with
the theme of “Providence’ (my term, not one they used) in the religious experience
of almost all of the Kenyans.Most of them recalled early experiences when, as
children, they encountered death of siblings, parents, their own grave illness.
Most of us from the West, on the other hand, dated our spiritual develpment from
some time in young adulthood. I found myself reflecting more on Providence - the
simple wonder of life given. And, perhaps in that same train of thought, wrote
a short poem after being outdoors in the Nairobi game park and)feeling perfectly
satisfied after all that I’d experienced)not to see much game.

Some day I will delight
in nothing more then this.

An August sun, reflected
from a field of golden thorns;

A canopy of branches, verdant,
sheltering cur way.

A common sense of time and space,
a moment’s life and breadth.

Some day I will delight
in nothing more than this.

The other thought is expressed best by Jimmy Buffett (popular singer) after
his participation in a concert for peace with John Denver, here in Colorado. According
to the story in the Denver Post,

“He told an estimated 30,000 celebrants gathered at the west steps
of thc Capitol for “An Evening for’ Peace:’ I travel around this
country more than any politician. And what people want, honest to
God, is to be left alone, to work, to have a beer and not get
blown up.”

I suppose that all the visions of Isaiah, Jesus, and all the rest, come down to
sornethinq like that. And, as I experienced again with all those people throughout
the trip, the only ultimate question is: how to build that peace.

Love,



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

Religious Society of Friends

—c:Meribersof The Re1iibus Societ of Friends

the 15th. Triennial :Ieeti sn Conference

Kiosi, Kenya

Dear Friends;

Thjs is t introduce William Charlan, Jr

who his been appointed as a representative of the

intercuntamn Yerv Ieetinc- of the Re1iiious

Society ci’ Friends, U.S.A,— to the 15th. Triennial

Meetinr and Conference in Keicsi, Ken:a 16—1

ur’ust 12.

Willisi Charland carries our ioinr thoucht

id pra’rs to your ieetTh. iay your sesscns

be rewarin and productive under God’s iuidance.
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SECTION OF THE AMERICAS

Midwest Office
P.O. Box 235

PIainfi.Id, Indiana 46168
(317)839-6317

A,aoc.aie Secr.ianj
ROBERT J.RUMSEY

May 27, 1983

Ted Church
4 Arco N.W.
Albuquerque, NM 87120

Dear Ted,

Greetings! We trust that all is going well in your IMYM preparations.

I am writing in this connection specifically to tell you that I am glad
to be able to say that Lois Ellis has agreed to be the official FWCC
presence at IMYM this year, in addition to her other responsibilities.

We are happy that she will do this, and she will look forward to talking
with you about what part you wish her to play in such a presentation.

I know that you have put together a carefully organized and incisive
report of FWCC activities which will be made a part of the proceedings.
One thing you will be keeping in mind is the appointment of Clara Hum
as the West Coast Field flepresentative and I am sure the yearly meeting

will be glad to have some announcement about this, although I understand
that she will not be coming on the job until Sepia mber after her current

responsibility to Pendle Hill is terminated.

Lois will look forward to meeting with the IMYM representatives and dis

cussing FWCC work and concerns with you, including the possibilities of

exploring the sub—regional conference pattern which was approved to look
into at Atlanta.

I believe the literature will be sent to you as usual from Philadelphia
and you can settle at the end with Sharli about that.

Please give my love to the assembled Friends at yearly meeting. It was

certainly good to be there three years ago. Also we send our warmest per

sonal regards to you and deep appreciation for your concerned and very

effective participation through the years in the advancement there of
FWCC concerns. We look forward to seeing you occasionally in the future

along some Quaker trail or in a Quaker gathering.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely,

Robert J. flumsey

copies: Lois Ellis
Ethel and Jack Hailer
IMYM Representatives
Philadelphia FWCC office



FriendWorld Committee for Consultation • Section of the Americas

WC
January 24, 1983

To the Clerks and/or the Superintendents of Yearly Meetings in the Section
of the Americas

Dear Friends:

FWCC at its recent triennial meeting in Kenya (1982) reaffirmed its
central purpose of Travel in the Ministry within and between Yearly Meetings.

The Visitation Committee, FWCC/Section of the Americas, encourages
Yearly Meetings to recognize and to nurture the gifts of ministry within their
members and to sponsor travel in the ministry for those so gifted.

We trust you will share this message with your constituent meetings,
reminding them to be sensitive to those whose gifts of ministry could provide
spiritual nourishment and inspiration to Friends wherever they may be.

We welcome information about travel in the ministry currently endorsed
by your Yearly Meeting and invite your suggestions for travel under religious
concern by gifted Friends within your Yearly Meeting. Although our budget is
too small for us to offer more than token financial assistance, we look forward
to hearing from you if we can help in planning itineraries or in any way we
are able.

/
Sincerely,

Helen Jean Nelson, Clerk
Visitation Committee

HJN/kl

1506 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102 USA• (215) 563-0757

Other Offices:
P.O. Box 235, Plainfield, IN 46168 USA . (317) 839-6317
Casa de los Amigos, Ignacio Mariscal 132, Mexico 1, DF, Mexico



Telephone: 01-388 0497 Cable Address: QUWORLD London WC1

FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS)

DRAYTON HOUSE, 30 GORDON STREET, LONDON WC1H OAX, ENGLAND

chaiml’an: Joseph P. Haughton
Tre.,urer: Peter J. Eccies

General Secretary: Rchard 0. Meredith
Associate Secretary: Val Ferguson

21 April 1933

Dear friends,

United Nations, World Disarmament Oam

The positive result of the Second Special Session on Disarmament in 1982

was the acceiDtance of a proposal for a U.N. —sponsored World Disarmament Sampaign,

which was approved by the subseauent General Assembly.

At the meeting’ of our Quaker United Nations Group in Geneva in January of

this year, we agreed that, when plans were sufficiently developed at the U.N.

Centre for Disarmament (now Department”), I should circulate this information

to the Quaker constituency. The attached summary is based on information

supplied by Roger Na’i,monn and Peter Whittle, from our Quaker U.N. offices in

New Yoik and Geneva.

It is possible that there may he some disappointment and disillusionment

i regard to the nature and impetus of this “caitlpaign’t. The information given

will bring you up—to—date, and enable you to see where your Yearly Meeting,

Peace Group, or whatever, can take action —

(a) to bring pressure on your goveiiime’t, to partici1xite in, and .f’ind, the

Campaign;

(b) to develop roievan programmes, nationally and regionally, in

collboin tion with other oes ce/disarmamont groups, to promote the Campaign;

(c) to ensure your involvement in appropriate regional seminars;

(d) to promote the information— sharing process, through the UN/’rnC Newsletter.

It would seem appropriate also that you send news of your activities to

the Department for Disarmament at U.N., New York, for inclusion in the

Newsletter.

It would greatly assist the coordination of our Quaker world—wide effort if

you would send regular reports to me at the World Office. I can then send these

on to the appropriate offices, or officers, or committee, or use in our Quaker

Peace digest to encourage the fullest information—sharing among Priends.

You may want to comment on the nature of the Campaign, and indicate any change

in direction you would like to see. I shall indeed be looking foryarcl to hearing

from you about your involvement in this “campaigm process.

Sincerely,

$—
flicharc . Mere i

General ecreta.

-R
- RngionE1eminars
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4 Arco, NW
Albuquerque, NM 67120

23 August 1963

Gordon Browne, Jr.
Friends World Committee for Consultation
1502 Race Street
Philadelphia, PA 19102

Dear Gordon,

I have just received three copies of the minutes of Intermountain
Yearly Meeting. One of these copies is enclosed in which I have
highlighted the FWCC items plus the major concern of the Meeting
— Central American Refugees. That copy is enclosed for you and
the staff. FWCC made a major impression on Friends of IMYM this
year.

To aid in finding the highlighted items here is a list much
like your aid to readers of Executive Committee minutes.

War Tax Resistance:
p. 5 Forwarding of the minute from the Continuing Committee

(which is representative of all meetings and worship groups of
IMYM).

p. 11 1983—10: IMYM commends FWCC on its war tax resistance.

IMYM Representatives to FWCC:
p. 7 Cathy Webb and Ted Church as representatives to FWCC —

approved. (These are 3 year terms beginning in Jan. 1984.)
p. 10 IMYM’s representatives report to IMYM.

Other References to FWCC:
p.12 1963—11 (see page 20) The Budget — Note FWCC items

marked and their share of the budget.
p. 12 & 13: 1983—15 FWCC among adressees of minute on

Cruise and Pershing II missiles deployment. (Note request to
Section of the Americas to make further specific distribution.)

p. 13 & 14: 1983—17 IMYM encourages Friends to study
specific topics from FWCC.

]ht Enistle: Note mention of FWCC twice and the Triennial.

The Major Concern of this Gathering— Central American Refugees:
p. 5 Forwarding of the minute from the Continuing Committee.
p. 8 Panel discussion.
p. 15 A proposed minute — not adopted.
p. 17 1983—16 The minute on Central American Refugees.
p. 18 and attachment — The Epistle.

I pray this is helpful beyond the Friends of Intermountain
Yearly Meeting.

Sincerely,

c€t t7DS&
SZ4vodon $pmcer

1
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February 6, 1980 HOWARDW. BARTRAM

To: Clerk Yearly Meeting

Subject: NEW CALL TO PEACEMAKING: 1. 1980 GREEN LANE CONFERENCE PLANNING
2. BUDGET SUPPORT

Dear Friend:

I am writing you at this time concerning the continuing participation of your yearly
meeting in New Call to Peacemaking, the significant cooperative program of Friends,
Mennonites and Brethren in which American Friends have been involved since 1977.

Following the historic Green Lake Conference of October 1978, New Call continued
in 1979 with stress on regional activities and publications. Regional conferences
and activities have continued, and the attractive study book, New Call to Peace—
makers has been published. As the major focus for 1980, planning is going forward

I; for the second national conference, centered arounìd the theme, “Seek Peace and
Pursue It,” to be held again at Green Lake, Wisconsin, October 2-5, 1980.

I’d. like to call your attention to several items related to nnihe Green
Lake Conference: 1. pesentatives. The pattern of the first Green Lake Confer
ence will be followed: Each yearly meeting is invited to appoint representatives
on the following basis: Yearly Meeting membership of up to 500--i representative;
up to l,000--2 representatives; up to 3,000--3 representatives; up to 7,000—-1-J
representatives; and over 7,000—-5 representatives. You may also wish to appoint
alternates—this practice has proven to be useful in case appointees discover they
cannot attend. Nay I hear from you as soon as your yearly meeting has acted on
these appointments?

2.Costs.No central financing available; yearly meetings and monthly meetings are
encouraged to assist when possible. No central travel pool, but travel pools may
be formed by attenders coming from the same area. Registration will be $20.00 and
accomodations ranging from $69.70 to $78.70. When I receive the names and addresses,
registration forms will be sent out, together with other advance materials. 3. Schedule.
Conference will open on Thursday evening, October 2 (preceded by registration in the
afternoon, and supper) and continue through Sunday noon, October 5.

4. Speakers will include Elise Boulding, Timothy Smith and Robert Neff and small
groups will again be the heart of the conference. 5. Qualifications_ofts.
They should for the most part be persons who have already been involved in the New
Call, through participation in Regional New Call events. If possible, there should

(‘omit, Orguni.zaslor
Dr Los Amigos Latinoomcn,onoo
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also be a balance based on sex, age, etc., based on the effort to have a cross

section of the yearly meeting-—admittedly difficult when only a small number is

(J) to be appointed! Consideration should be given to appointment of some new persons
who did not attend the first Green Lake Conference. 6. Yearly Neetin&ecutives
are eligible for appointment--indeed it is hoped that all of them may be present
as they represent a key Eupport group for the New Call to Peacemaking movement;

if they are not appointed, due to the concern of the yearly meeting to broaden its
representation, they will be included as ex—officio at—large Friends representatives.

Budeprt-NewCall to_Peacemaking. The New Call budget for the calendar year

1980 is $16,500, of which each of the three cooperating groups has a.ccepted one-third

or $5,500. This represents a ten percent increase in the 1979 budget, occasioned
by inflationary factors, and the increased expense of holding another national con
ference; it must be raised by contributions from Friends’ yearly meetings.

Most yearly meetings have now sent their contributions for the New Call 1979 cal
endar year budget: your gifts in support of New Call are warmly appreciated! If
yours has not been sent, due to your differing fiscal year, it will be welcomed,
as soon as you are able to send it.

Since many of you are now involved in the consideration of your yearly meeting bud
get for the current year, your continuing support of the New Call budget for 1980
is commended. As soon as you have acted on this, would you please inform me of
your planned New Call financial support for 1980? Send to: New Call to Peacemaking,

P. 0. Box 235, Plainfield, IN 46168.

Sincerely,

Robert J. Rumsey
Friends Faith and Life Facilitator
New Call Coordinator

Copy Yearly Meeting Executive
(when this obtains)
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